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P e r f o r m a t i v i t y I I : 

M e t a c l e a v a g e 

Realism and referentialism would like to align the way words (or, 
more generally, categories in language) are divided and joined together to 
the way things in the world are divided and joined together (and by the way, 
there is a word—one of those rare words that is its own opposite—that 
means both dividing and joining together: the word is cleave or cleavage.) The 
theoretical movement known as structuralism, starting in the early twen
tieth century, began from the premise that language is poorly understood 
only as referential, that languages and cultures must be studied as systems 
unto themselves, self-referential systems of cleavages that can be adequately 
understood only according to their own internal logics. But referentialism 
and self-referentialism of this kind are alike in sticking to a too thorough 
categorical separation of things and words in the first place, a separation 
very close to the nature/culture divide at the heart of Western modernity. 
Poststructuralist theory, while remaining for the most part a theory of cul
ture and society, has gone on to study how the cleavages of words and things 
and people are themselves cloven together and apart. Though mostly keeping 
agency on the side of language and culture and society (though not gen
erally with individuals), poststructuralism makes these dimensions much 
more heterogeneous—lumpier—and more dynamic than in the structural
ist version: disciplines and institutions and social structures and practices 
and technologies and knowledges and genres cannot be understood only in 
isolation (as structural systems unto themselves) but only when their cleav
ages and metacleavages are studied together. 

You could say that poststructuralism asks how the ways things are cloven 
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are cloven is cloven to the way things are cloven. Or to damp down the echo 
a little: how are different ways of articulating the world articulated with each 
other, and how do their articulations with each other get played out, in turn, 
through how they articulate the world? Such systems are messier and more 
chaotic than structuralist systems, and their kind of order is more complex; 
they are fractal systems, with cleavages of cleavages at all scales and dimen
sions, and they get their strength and resilience and their vulnerability and 
potential for change from their metacleavages. 

In any case, humanities scholars (among others) have in recent years in
creasingly recognized the interdependence of identities (such as genders, 
genres, sexes, races, classes, nations) and have begun to treat them as emer
gent and internally heterogeneous constellations in ongoing ecologies. But if 
every identity coevolves into being and meaning as a provisional constella
tion in a vast and minutely textured, heterogeneous, dynamic, topologically 
complex, and discontinuous network of material-semiotic relations, how 
can any inquiry establish its proper limits, much less assemble the requisite 
expertise and evidence? Such a question is often a pressing and practical 
one, but this way of posing it may serve mainly to make broad-ranging and 
interdisciplinary studies seem heroic or, on the other hand, to make them 
seem unworkable. Fortunately, limits are never proper or organic—or, rather, 
even an organism is a set of boundary negotiations, all edges. As a scholarly or 
disciplinary ideal, the notion of thorough mastery and exhaustive coverage 
of a given discrete domain (a purity ideal) has lost some ground to the no 
less impossible and necessary ideal of maximal mixture and interdisciplinary 
resonance (a hybridity principle). But one might just as well cast this change 
as a simple priority adjustment, especially when hyping it as a paradigm 
shift or full-scale epistemic rupture (film at eleven!) can tend to underwrite 
attachment to the idea ofa formerly innocent or pure science or literature, 
a nostalgia for what never was, that is, a kind of romanticism. The interrela-
tionality and plurality of all formations are good places to start and ongoing 
axioms in an argument, not the payoffs of one, which had better be sought 
in the creative and counterhegemonic possibilities of their pluralities and 
contradictions. 

The hybridity ideal suggests a kind of holographic selection principle that 
favors projects and topics that seem maximally to reflect and refract their 
contexts and domains, a fractal principle that seeks maximal linkage across 
various parts, dimensions, or levels, the whole no less than its parts being con
strued as provisional products of these processes rather than as preexisting 
them. As I like to say, the whole is part of the parts, and the totalization of a 
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given domain (whether it be called gender, sexuality, science, the humanities, 
and so on) does not need to subsume or trump everything under its rubric 
but is merely one strategy alongside the often more potent and primary strat
egy of linkage. This anti- or interdisciplinary mandate follows the signature 
strategy—the sprawl—of modern and postmodern power and knowledge. I 
call it the no-trump bid: the attempt to let no single explanatory framework 
dominate studies in a given area and, instead, to work maximally between 
temporal and cultural frameworks, between disciplines, between identity 
categories, and between the universalizing zoom of theory and the extreme 
close-up of historicist description. This is a familiar poststructuralist man
date in theory, but it is less honored in practice (for example, in organizing 
scholarly work, curricula, syllabi, and the like), where the apparatus of dis
ciplinary production seems to shamble along, zombielike and slow but still 
nightmarishly hard to outrun. It may be that disciplinary change is driven 
by factors such as the recent and rampant privatization and downsizing of 
universities, the mandate for researchers and teachers to "do more with less" 
or to "wear many hats"—the ongoing crises of late capitalism—but these 
factors have also produced retreats to supposedly "safe" disciplinary posi
tions, even though you'd think everyone had seen enough horror shows to 
recognize the fate of such strategies. 

The no-trump bid is a way of enacting the more sprawling and edge-of-
chaos kind of performativity and autopoetics (as against the interiorized and 
discrete kind) I have been suggesting. In this section and chapter 18 (following 
a brief interlude), I will develop some examples from late-eighteenth- and 
early-nineteenth-century Europe, one of modernity's most intense takeoff 
points, looking at the ways a whole series of reconfigurations of words and 
things are themselves configured—the human body, gender and sexuality, 
national identity, time and space at various scales and in varying degrees 
of concreteness and abstractness—building the multidimensional sprawl 
on the work of historians and theorists of bodies and sexuality (Abelove, 
Duden, Foucault, Laqueur, Martin), of capitalism and labor (Linebaugh), 
and of Asia and its relations with the West (Hevia). Chapter 18 concludes this 
series of examples with a look at one particular cross-cultural encounter in 
which all of these things—bodies, gender, sexuality, national identity, science, 
and performative ritual—seem to be at stake: the encounter between the 
Englishman George Lord Macartney arid the Chinese emperor Qianlong in 
1793. As far as I am concerned, anyway, there would be no point in studying 
any of this except insofar as some or all of these things are still at stake for 
us, so that by studying them we participate in an ongoing event in progress 
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whose meaning is not closed (even if part of what we are trying to do is to 
close it, to relegate parts of it to the past); this is where the rubber meets the 
road in performative studies. But just as we cannot honestly identify one 
single historical moment as the defining one for our identities (whomever 
we are), we cannot claim our renegotiation of its meaning as the redefining 
moment. Our own identities and practices have been and continue to be 
manufactured in all of these moments, and in each moment there is lever
age for redefinition to be found at the interfaces, especially where internal 
interfaces interact with external ones. That's what we are looking for. 

The most abstract and conceptual of modernity's reorganizations are 
linked to the most material. Bruno Latour has shown how the modern pos
tulate of an absolute divide between nature and culture has licensed the pro
duction of hybrid "quasi-objects"—very real networks of cross-wired social 
and natural phenomena that take on a life of their own—while making it 
impossible to recognize them as such. Among the most abstract inventions of 
all must be counted modern dialectical philosophy (involving formal opposi
tion and dynamic progressive movement between thesis and antithesis) and 
the related thought form ofthe binarization and hierarchization of difference 
(such as between words and things or between the modern present and the 
premodern past). But these abstractions turn out to be intimately related to 
the actual practices of capitalism and colonialism as they work to produce 
such difference, especially between managerial/professional and working-
class labor and between colonizing and colonized nations and people. As 
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri put it, "Colonialism homogenizes real 
social differences by creating one overriding opposition that pushes differ
ences to the absolute and then subsumes the opposition under the identity of 
European civilization," with the crucial proviso that "reality is not dialectical, 
colonialism is" (126; emphasis in original). It is important to understand that 
this process and its ideological formulas represent not just the simple ap
plication of power and violence by one set of people on another (a formula 
that also overrides internal differences, for a start) but also the stoking of 
an autocatalytic and emergent process driven—made resilient and vulner
able—by its contradictions. 

After this hype about how the world was created in 1800 (or thereabouts), 
it must be time to try to recapture the reader's interest by delivering on some 
of the stuff about sex that I promised. This is easy enough since sexuality 
was invented in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Foucault's 
groundbreaking study The History of Sexuality showed the constructedness 
ofthe concept of "sex in itself," observing that "the notion of'sex' made it 
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possible to group together, in an artificial unity, anatomical elements, bio
logical functions, conducts, sensations, and pleasures" (152,154). The unity 
of this constellation known as sexuality seems perfectly commonsensical (its 
apparent naturalness being a mark of how successful the science of sexual
ity has been)—at least until you begin to push on it a little, for example by 
considering how roughly synonymous older terms such as appetite, lust, or 
passion actually group different elements together under different frameworks. 
By the nineteenth century, the consolidation of sexuality as an object of sci
entific knowledge and public policy charged sex with new dangers and pow
ers, making it possible for sex to function as "as an especially dense transfer 
point for relations of power; between men and women, young people and 
old people, parents and offspring, teachers and students, priests and laity, 
an administration and a population" (103). Sexuality and sexual difference 
are not just monolithic identity-defining structures, a kind of Berlin Wall, 
but the rhizomic extensions of a resilient network of little walls that extend 
into every sector and scale of life. The betweenness of sexuality is an aspect 
of the betweenness of modern power: rather than inhering in persons and 
positions, its extension and circulation differentiate and connect persons 
and positions; identities are only provisionally impacted relations. 

Teasing out some of the knotted strands of identity has been the thrust 
ofthe work of other scholars who, like Foucault, seek to restore some ofthe 
plurality to the enforced unity of sexuality. Philosopher Judith Butler—the 
one who transformed J. L. Austin's linguistic notion of performativity into a 
theory of how gender and sexual identities are produced—asks, can multidi
mensional sexual identity be reduced to a question of "the phantasy struc
ture, the act, the orifice, the gender, the anatomy? And if the practice engages 
a complex interplay of all of those, which one of these erotic dimensions 
will come to stand for the sexuality that requires them all?" ("Imitation" 
17). Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick makes a compelling case for sexual democracy 
simply by listing some of the heterogeneous and often incommensurable 
ways people describe their sexualities (namely, as natural, learned, essential, 
aleatory, expedient, discrete, ubiquitous, and so on) while resisting the im
pulse either to reconcile them under a single paradigm or to judge among 
them (22-27). 

The invention of sexuality is about acts as well as identities. Historian 
Henry Abelove has compellingly recounted the eighteenth-century invention 
of sexual foreplay (340) in contradistinction to what came to be regarded 
as "real" sex. In fact, the first English usage of the term sexual intercourse 
(according to the Oxford English Dictionary) was in 1799. That intercourse 
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had referred first to trade and commerce (before being gradually general
ized and then almost monopolized by sexuality) is itself a fitting vignette 
of the priority of transaction or betweenness—the intercourse among inter
courses—to any fiction of the internal coherence or givenness of sexual or 
gender difference and relation in themselves. In any case, Abelove finds that 
foreplay and intercourse came to be differentiated at the same historical 
moment and in the same terms with which Sunday was being differentiated 
from the workweek to follow (that is, as an interlude of play that prepares 
one to get down to business), part ofa rationalization of time that gradually 
squeezed out the more casual holidays of an earlier economy. In other words, 
if you want to understand how the boundaries of what counts as sex and 
of particular sexual acts were produced—and it must be admitted that the 
boundary between foreplay and intercourse tends to be a particularly slippery 
one—you have to consider how the metacleavage and resonance between 
the foreplay/intercourse boundary and the weekend/workweek boundary 
helped to produce and reinforce each other. The logics of capitalism and 
disciplinary power as they orchestrate resonances between and among scales 
of time and sexual acts work somewhere between the "metaphorical" and 
the "real" and between the monolithic and the plural. The betweenness of 
these logics is linked to their someness, which is the condition of all events 
describable as ongoing constellatings (and here is where I wish there were 
a grammatical form between singular and plural). Although capitalism and 
disciplinary power may have been particularly successful in creating such 
cleavages and resonances, they are not in this uniquely modern or unique 
among ideologies and epistemologies or necessarily distinct (in this) from 
counterhegemonic strategies. This is, at bottom, the everyday way that worlds 
and counterworlds are created. 

But was it the idea of sex that was being invented or real sexual practices? 
By carefully assessing the weight of various other factors, Abelove concludes' 
that the ongoing population explosion of late-eighteenth-century England is 
attributable at least to some extent to the categorical definition, normaliza
tion, and privileging of heterosexual intercourse over various other sexual 
practices. Is that real enough for you? 

During the same period, the human body itself was being reconstellated. 
As with the invention of sexuality, we might ask how much this was a recon-
stellation of the paradigm or idea of the human body versus how much it 
refers to the actual body and bodies in their various engagements. The short 
answer is that in order to understand either, one must stay focused on the 
complex interface between them. Of course, bodies do not simply metamor-
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phose to conform happily to the new paradigms (not simply, anyway, arid 
often not happily), but changing paradigms are enacted in actual practices 
that actually implicate the actual body. So far so good, but to avoid slipping 
back into the caricature of idealist constructionism in which human ideas 
shape the world (as if it were putty in our hands), it is important to keep 
in mind that ideas and paradigms are not expressed through practices but 
emerge from and with them and that the practices themselves emerge from 
worldly interactions. For example, philosophers did not invent the dialectic 
from whole cloth and then sell it to the bourgeoisie to use for proletarian
ization and colonization; these various events underwrote and reinforced 
each other. To find performative constructions in action, look for circuits of 
self-fulfilling prophesies, self-organizing and self-sustaining heterogeneous 
elements wired together in autocatalytic networks—and the contradictions 
they produce. As science studies scholar Steven Shapin describes the thrust 
of various interventions by economists in economic policy, "If your models 
don't fit the world, then try to reshape the world to fit your models: in the 
modern scheme of things, you can sometimes succeed, or at least succeed 
in making a 'real' mess" (review 27). 

In any case, historians of bodies (see Duden 165-70 and Laqueur) tell us 
that the premodern body paradigm differed dramatically from the modern 
body that began to displace it in the eighteenth century. Radically porous in 
both its internal and its external boundaries, the well-being ofthe premodern 
body depended on its openness to influxes and effluxes with the world. This 
body was also subject to the subtler flows of sympathies (as they were called) 
hot only between it and the world but between its own internal flows as well. 
For example, menstruation did not necessarily mark a categorical difference 
between male and female anatomies, since it tended to be understood as only 
one instance of a general ecology of fluids to which all bodies were subject: 
in effect, men or women could menstruate through their noses or the pores 
of their skin; bodily fluids were themselves understood as fluid and able to 
metamorphose into one another. Lest this openness be romanticized, it is 
important to remember that such bodily openness entails vulnerabilities that 
make distinction the subject of taboos and constraints and, more specifically, 
that the construction of premodern sexual difference as difference in degree 
rather than in kind made femaleness an isomorphic but inferior version of 
maleness. This points to another way that sexual difference would come to 
be reinvented in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as a 
difference in kind rather than degree, producing leverage for new liberations 
and new subordinations of women. 
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In the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the body was 
reconfigured. The so-called modern body became a defended citadel: "a 
mighty fortress is our God." The discretion of its external boundaries with 
the world, its closure, was established along with the discretion of its internal 
organs and systems and fluids from each other. Disease was made less an 
ecologically dynamic and socioculturally integrated phenomenon and more 
the effect of discrete agents, germs. A single discipline, medicine, established a 
virtual monopoly over the body in place of the range of kinds of practitioners 
who had previously ministered to it. Monopoly disciplines and monopoly 
capitalism emerged hand in hand; the economic and organizational mandate 
for each, and for the body configured with them, is hierarchical or vertical 
integration and monopolistic control, generally coded as Western, male, and 
middle class and set against a range of other more indiscrete bodies. 

At the same time, the modern machine, understood as an assemblage 
of discrete parts articulated to perform a specific task, came also to be op
posed to the organism as working class, and colonial labor was opposed to 
professional work, the professions evolving as autonomous, hierarchically 
integrated, and self-regulating bodies, while artisanal and other kinds of 
labor were made increasingly subject to deskilling and control. 

Historian Peter Linebaugh tells the story of how this process got played out 
in the English shipbuilding industry in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. Traditionally, the technical details ofthe shipbuilding process had 
been controlled by the various tradesmen and artisans involved. As in other 
kinds of labor, monetary payment for work had always been very much 
secondary to customary compensations. For shipbuilders these came mostly 
in the form of what were called chips, bits of waste wood generated in the 
shipbuilding process. These belonged, by customary right, to the workers, 
who divided them up among themselves and used or sold or bartered them 
as they saw fit. Of course, this also meant that the workers tended to arrange 
every step of the process to maximize the production of chips; in one ship
building yard it was estimated that only one-sixth of the timber entering the 
yard actually made it into the ships themselves. Chips were denned as less 
than three feet long, and this constraint was reflected in the building of stairs 
and doors and furniture of surrounding neighborhoods, where chip wood 
was also relied upon for fuel. The production of chips began with the cutting 
of logs into timber, where the sawyer's art was applied in taking account of 
the vagaries of wood grain and other factors to decide how best to cut logs 
into timber of various sizes; their control over this crucial chip- and timber-
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generating process made sawyers early targets for the introduction of piece 
rates and mechanization (in the form-of the steam-powered sawmill). Chips 
were also produced by the shipwrights, the ones in charge of realizing the 
design of the ship from the actual timbers. Particular opportunities for the 
production of chips included the hewing out of the "knees," large wooden 
units for joining the ship's crossbeams to its hull (since they were so large 
and required specific grain orientation for strength, wastage was inevitable); 
the practice of "scarphing," cutting off ends of very large pieces of timber 
so they could overlap without increasing thickness at the joint; and the use 
of "treenails," cylindrical pieces of wood used to peg together the frame 
and hull (there might be thousands of them in a single ship, and as with the 
knees, their grain had to be carefully oriented). 

In this mode of production, as Linebaugh sums it up, "the meanings of 
waste, raw material and finished product were unclear," and "the meanings 
were often opposed" (388). The meanings and the boundaries and opposi
tions between these categories and values are not ethereal abstractions: they 
are produced and sustained and contested through the ways the actual wood 
and its workers are organized. 

The rationalization of shipbuilding involved various practices that enacted 
categorical definitions designed to impose control: these included the stamp
ing of timber with marks and brands, the fortification of shipyards and the 
policing of their entrances and exits, and the criminalization of customary 
compensations such as the taking of chips. Samuel Bentham (brother of 
utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham) was instrumental in reforming 
the shipbuilding industry. As his widow and biographer recalled, he "began 
by classing the several operations requisite in the shaping and working up 
of materials of whatever kind, wholly disregarding the customary artificial 
arrangement according to trades," and designed machines to work "indepen
dently of the need for skill or manual dexterity in the workman" (307). Such 
an approach anticipated F. W. Taylor, the early-twentieth-century efficiency 
expert who minutely analyzed factory work in order to better mechanize 
human labor (a process that came to be known as Taylorism). Bentham's 
innovations included a "floating dam" on which a ship could moor and be 
worked on without having to be stripped and moved to dry dock; the use 
of mortise and tenon joints (eliminating scarphing as a source of chips); a 
whole series of new machines, including one to manufacture treenails; and, 
overall, the principle of standardization or, as Bentham called it, "inter-con
vertibility" (398). In conjunction with introducing machines that worked to 
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take human decisions out of the loop, Bentham continued to promote the 
centralization of decision making in a few "superior officers," removing such 
powers from the "common workman" (399). 

The centerpiece ofthe rationalization process involves making all things, 
labor in particular, "inter-convertible" through the universal mediating pow
er of money. Monetary wages generally and piece rates in particular were ways 
of wresting control from workers, and shipbuilders and others resisted being 
paid exclusively in money as they resisted machines, correctly understanding 
both as ways of disempowering them in spite of promises of a better "qual
ity of life" that each would enable. The 1801 introduction of what was called 
"chip money"—wages to take the place of lost customary compensations 
in the form of chips—marked a turning point in the rationalization process 
in shipbuilding. Unlike the old system, in which compensation in the form 
of chips came automatically with the labor itself, rime is money in the new 
mode, so time must also be more rigorously partitioned into measured and 
"inter-convertible" units and into purer categories of work and leisure. 

Linebaugh's account of how "the technical organization of production 
was not separable from the forms of worker's self-organization" (400) illus
trates what I have been calling metacleavage: the way the world is cut up and 
joined together by labor is linked to the cutting up and joining together ofthe 
labor. The hierarchized binary opposition between management and labor 
was made to displace the assorted trades with their own complex internal 
hierarchies and negotiated relationships with each other. And in recounting 
this process, it is necessary at least to mention some of the technical details 
of scarphs and mortise and tenon joints, knees, treenails, dry docks, and 
floating dams, because all of these are concrete instances of how the various 
pieces of a ship are cut up and joined with each other and with other things. 
They are articulated, in turn, with a heterogeneous and multidimensional 
network of articulations: of space (such as the fortification of walls and polic
ing of shipyard entrances and exits) and time (as in the standardizing ofthe 
workday and workweek) and of material (into chips and timber), acts (as in 
the redefinition of customary compensations as theft), and processes (as in 
the increasing polarization of design and manufacture, mental and manual 
labor). The networklikeness of this constellation is what gives it strength 
and resilience—and what generates leverage at each of its metacleavages for 
rearticulation. 

Although we have looked at how various kinds of organization and re
organizations were enacted materially, agency has still been allowed to stay 
mostly on the side of culture and society; in other words, you could still 
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say that humans simply enacted their own internal conflicts through wood, 
making trees the passive medium for human agency. Notice that this way 
of putting it reenacts precisely the kind of binarization and hierarchization 
between active shaping ideas and passively shaped material (and ultimately 
between words and things, culture and nature) that we have been trying to 
explain—not to reproduce. To gesture, at least, beyond this crude and vio
lent oversimplification, one might begin by looking at the role played by 
the grain ofthe wood, at least insofar as the grain demands that the internal 
organization of the wood be respected to some degree. The grain orients 
the wood—makes it differently able to resist pressures in one direction or 
another—and it is a major part of what shapes the way the wood dries and 
ages, what makes it touchy enough to give it some agency of its own: one must 
work with and against it, and to start with this is one of the ways the wood 
shapes human interaction with it, both by the relatively immediate question 
of how it must be handled and by how this question has a hand in shaping 
the conflicted interactions among the workmen, their managers, and their 
machines. The grain not just enacts a negative resistance (which can still be 
misconstrued as the brute resistance of material) but also constitutes part of 
the positive "woodiness" of wood: looking more closely at the grain reveal's 
the networklike structure that orchestrates the various flows that constitute 
the living tree and give wood the buoyancy and strength and flexibility and 
manipulability that make it usable for ships and chips. The grain represents 
the history ofthe tree's interaction with water and light; in other words, the 
tree was always better described as interface and event than as interior and 
structure, and so it is that our story has also been part of this event. 
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A r t i s t i c I n t e r l u d e I I : 

T h e A b y s s o f D i s t i n c t i o n 

I had only been in the Louvre once before, and only for a couple of 
hours. The immensity of it is too daunting; the nightmare of deja vu corridors 
and endless, airless cocktail-party drawing rooms where grandiose paintings 
hang around stiffly, not speaking to you. So the previous time I was in Paris, 
when I arrived to find a museum workers' strike in progress, I felt a sense 
of happy reprieve. I stood around watching a robotic device cleaning the 
windows ofthe glass pyramid over the entrance: clearly, somebody needs to 
teach these robots about solidarity. But the next time I came I had no excuse 
not to go in, and even though I arrived (prudently, I thought) at three, I had 
not counted on the museum being open until 9:30 P.M. that day. 

Its size makes the Louvre exemplary in shouting at you the question all 
museums ask: how do you decide what to look at and what to pass by? I 
opted unimaginatively for one of the house specialties, Italian Renaissance, 
and started walking down the corridor of the museum's Denon section, a 
couple city blocks and five centuries long, waiting to see what might pop out 
at me and get me to stop and look. But all the paintings seemed to have been 
painted to pop out, human figures and faces leaping off canvases, giant pink 
people looming against indigo skies and gold leaf. With everything popping 
out so much all over the place, it felt a little like watching nonstop ads on TV. 
I started thinking how different it must have been to encounter one of these 
paintings in their long-lost world of origin, a world with no synthetic colors, 
no neon and no electric lights and no continual barrage of two-dimensional 
images. Those big pink people must have really popped out like magic. Even 
now, some ofthe more famous ones did manage to buttonhole me as I walked 
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along (Oh, hello—Raphael, isn't it? You're looking good—and the dragon, 
too! Well, I must be going—nice to see you). I continued to reformulate the 
question the museum had posed to me, wondering how much the question 
of what to look at is about the museum and how much, if at all, it's about 
the art. Of course, a museum is supposed to be about the art displayed in it, 
but how much is the art really just interchangeable filler for the rigorously 
controlled aesthetic interlude the museum orchestrates or, more to the point, 
for the punishingly massive and smug spectacle of real and symbolic hoarded 
state wealth (excuse me, I must have meant to say "the immense glories of 
Western civilization")? And still more to the point, how much of the art was 
already about versions of those things in the first place? 

The first things that really grabbed me were the da Vinci paintings. If they 
can be said to pop out, it is because seemingly for the first time in history, at 
least in the highly selective version presented in this corridor ofthe Louvre, 
they seemed to be painted to not pop out. What they did instead was gently 
recede, faces and hands slipping softly into velvety shadows, muted twilight 
colors, landscapes fading into the distance. When I finally came to the Mona 
Lisa, what struck me most was not her famously ambiguous smile or her 
more interestingly ambiguous sex but her ambiguous depth. A face, maybe 
life-size or maybe miles wide and miles away, seemed to be peering out of a 
black hole in the middle of the canvas, from some other dimension, a hand 
emerging from the depths to grasp an arm, around what must have been a 
torso, hidden in curtains of dark cloth. For all the desensitization of this im
age by centuries of bad copies, kitsch, and parodies, the painting just doesn't 
quit: this thing is weird as hell. Maybe this was part of Leonardo's brilliant 
pitch: since everybody's got those pop-out pink-people paintings (I can hear 
him saying), you gotta get one of my non-popper-outers if you really want 
to make yourself pop out, the real understated old money way. Or was this 
Leonardo Effect something engineered by the museum? Maybe, I thought, 
because they're so famous, nobody dares to clean them like they do the other 
paintings, so they are sinking under the patina of real time, falling, in slow 
motion, back into the past. 

After five centuries of Italian painting there is a side staircase that leads 
down to a little appendix to the main museum, a token representation ofthe 
arts of Africa, Asia, Oceania, and the Americas. Riveting as they are, the works 
in these galleries don't seem to be playing the game of popping out and not 
popping out at all. Quite strikingly after the transcendental withdrawal of 
flat, framed, illusionistic paintings, the sculptures here seem to be made to 
be handled as much as to be seen, sacred objects bound into daily life and 
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into religions bound into daily life, in earth tones of wood, fiber, basalt, old 
ivory, bones, rusty nails. But I can't tell exactly how much of the starkness 
of this difference has been orchestrated by the museum, whose popping-out 
pink people have pushed these works down and out. 

When I come back up again, I stray into French paintings, and I am struck 
by another permutation ofthe not-popping-out game: suddenly all the paint
ings seem to have been washed with brown, and I look at one of the painters' 
names and damned if it isn't LeBrun. I suspect that this brunification (please 
pronounce this word with a French accent) must have been a twist on the 
Leonardo Effect, except here it also functions to produce a kind of realism in 
its unification of the painting into one world, that is, by making everything 
swim in the same universal shitstorm of sepia. And in the following room, 
yet another pop-out permutation: the boringly and scientifically crisp lines 
of French neoclassicist paintings, whose figures are about as lifelike as the 
acting on Star Trek. 

The big picture ofthe popping-out game begins to come together for me as 
I start to think of how the development of painting on portable, flat, framed 
panels facilitated the commodification of art, and even beyond this how it 
formalized and standardized paintings into something more like money, in 
the process separating art from religion and from daily life. In other words, 
panel painting was made to pop out, which helped to pop art out, and, with 
social status increasingly up for sale, to make it useable as cultural capital 
to pop people out. This is a kind of fractal similarity, where the art and the 
meta-art of the museum pull together, where the cutting up and popping 
out that go on inside paintings are linked to the cutting up and popping 
out of paintings themselves, and of art and aesthetics as a distinct domain, 
and of a new ruling class and its capital. This is one ofthe things that makes 
you feel as if you are looking down into one ofthe intricate spiral abysses of 
the Mandelbrot set: call this one the Abyss of Distinction. It is related to the 
Abyss of Depth, insofar as paintings are distinguished by their flatness from 
most everyday three-dimensional objects and images, then from other two-
dimensional images by the various artistic technologies of illusionistic depth 
(Renaissance perspective, most famously), and then, when these come to be 
insufficiendy distinguishing, by the ambiguous depths and antidepths of 
the modernist picture plane. It is also related to the Abyss of Plenitude, most 
blatantly obvious when I encounter, in this museum crammed with paint
ings and sculptures, one of those paintings (mainly from the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries) that depict galleries and salons crammed with paintings 
and sculptures, often with a portrait of the artist somewhere among them 
(which a helpful label next to the painting points out). Something about the 
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vacuity or the heavy-handedness of this trick makes it mostly just annoying 
to me. I am more taken with it when-1 see a Flemish painting (one of many 
like it) of a pantry full of hanging pheasants and rabbits and vegetables; 
maybe I like it because it makes the museum feel more like a pantry full of 
food. I think of someone who has a pantry full of a plenitude of varieties 
of food, so he goes out and buys a painting of a pantry full of a plenitude 
of varieties of food (the more realistic and solid looking the better), which 
increases—not just additively but qualitatively and fractally—his plenitude 
and variety of commodities. How much this logic implicates other paintings 
of plenitude (still lifes of bowls overflowing with fruit and flowers, scenes 
teeming with big, fleshy people) is an open question, since the commodity 
version of plenitude and plurality is, fortunately, still not the only kind, as 
much as it works to subordinate and subsume the others. 

Before I leave the museum I venture down into the main basement, where 
the Western medieval and ancient stuff has been museumified. Here the mu
seum has also become an object for itself in an exhibit called The Medieval 
Louvre. The museum has been excavated to the point where it is articulated, 
here in its inmost depths, with what is not-itself, and it makes this articu
lation of museum with not-museum into part of the museum (I think of 
Luhmann's formula, "The system copies the difference between system and 
environment into itself"). Here the round tower of stone that once repelled 
arrows and rain, now situated in an art museum, that most hermetic interior
ity, is struck mainly by aesthetic glances. Here, a few feet below the walkway, 
is a medieval garbage heap of broken crockery that has been perfectly half-
excavated and sealed to make it into a relief sculpture; I am tickled to see that 
someone has pushed it a little way back toward being a garbage heap again 
by dropping their Medieval Louvre brochure on it. I instinctively appreciate 
this act of vandalism as a kind of theoretical gesture, as if it were suggesting 
that excessive self-reference could restore the otherness at its core. 

And here is the smaller round stone wall of an old well, and next to it an 
exhibit depicting its excavation. A hole has been left in the side of it—a little, 
square, painting-size open window—and after ascertaining that nobody is 
around, I stick my head all the way in there to see if I can see down. It's too 
dark to see anything, but I can hear the soft echoing of indeterminate depth, 
and a very humid, very warm, and very yeasty, musty, boozy breeze is waft
ing up from down there. After all the dry sterility, silent visuality, merely 
illusionistic depths, and cognitive abysses of the rest of the museum, it hits 
me like a freight train. I pull my head out, actually gasping, grasping the rail
ing, reeling, rea/ing. This must be what I have always been told is the kind 
of epiphany great art can produce. 



1 8 

P e r f o r m a t i v i t y III: 

R e t r o a c t i v i s m 

In chapter 16, we looked at some examples of how, in the late eigh
teenth and early nineteenth centuries, modernity and rationalization per-
formatively shaped space and time and bodies and wood and labor, and how 
some of these articulations inform the more abstract or conceptual habit 
of binarizing and hierarchizing difference. Cultural theorist Fred Jameson 
coined the term ideologeme to name fundamental conceptual units such as 
the hierarchized binary (76,87); these units resemble what get called tropes 
or topoi in rhetoric (that is, figures of speech or common metaphors); the 
more monolithic epistemological versions are Foucault's episteme or Kuhn's 
paradigm. Like all these related concepts, an ideologeme cannot really be a 
fundamental unit in the sense of something preexisting and relatively simple 
that is used to build more complex structures. It can't be because it's already 
the overdetermined product of (and participant in) a ubiquitous, resonant, 
very material, and multidimensional logic (as in the examples developed in 
chapter 16). There is a danger in considering an ideologeme as a more or less 
freestanding conceptual device: it grants too much agency to it, even in such 
simple but powerful ways as habitually making it the subject of sentences. 
Considering language more as a subject is a good way to restore some ofthe 
agency that referentialism tries to steal from it, but only if language is not 
mistaken for an independent thing-in-itself. If you want to emphasize the 
relational status of an ideologeme (the way it operates somewhere between 
wordness and thingness, and only by participating in a heterogeneous con
stellation of both), something more like Bruno Latour's terms quasi-object 
and actant might do the trick or, to emphasize its virtual livingthinglikeness 
and contagious, viral, and parasitical quality, Richard Dawkins's term meme 
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(which makes cultural units out to be like self-replicating genes, the com
mon example being a catchy tune), or, to reject the reductionist organicism, 
something like Deleuze and Guattari's abstract machines. 

This chapter returns to look at the complex circuitry of the ideologeme 
called romanticism, which is part of what orchestrates resonances among 
the ways that various kinds of difference are understood, part of what gives 
them their ring of truth. In particular, the ideologeme deploys the idea of a 
premodern past and a modern present to organize gender, sexual, and cul
tural/ethnic difference. 

The term romanticism has been used to name the particular period of 
history or literary history in question (namely, the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries), but since literary and historical periodizations (the 
mandate to cut up the historical pie into neat slices) are themselves concepts 
shaped by the romanticism supposed to be under investigation, we are driven 
to consider romanticism also as an ongoing ideological formation or complex 
that cuts up time. Most broadly, romanticism is a very modern kind of anti-
modernity, one that can function as accommodationist or as oppositional. 
Literary historians Robert Sayre and Michael Lowy have defined romanticism 
more specifically as "opposition to capitalism in the name of precapitalist 
values" (26; also see Livingston 12-14), but in any case romanticism seems 
to name a modern narrativization of time that ongoingly, often nostalgically 
but always retroactively, identifies a precapitalism or premodemity—or, even 
more fundamentally, a precultural nature. The important point is that the 
making of such a difference is not something that happened once and for 
all at some particular point in the past but is continually reproduced and 
renegotiated in the process. In other words, it is performative, so nothing 
written on the topic can be simply descriptive. 

The romantic ideologeme works not only to schematize historical eras but 
also to schematize gender, for example, by representing femininity as a kind 
of "hypercivilization," either to valorize (as in Victorian cultural feminism) 
or to devalue (that is, by representing women as superficial or artificial crea
tures). On the other (and equally ambivalent) hand, the same trope can just 
as well represent femininity as a less mediated relation to nature and therefore 
more innocent or pure or sexy—or in any case as a kind of superseded stage 
of masculine development. This latter turn ofthe trope has often structured 
Western caricatures of other peoples as variously "primitive," though West
ern Orientalism in particular has also painted the East as "hypercivilized" as 
well (and, again, alternately to value or devalue). The romantic ideologeme 
is less a simple opposition and more a "difference engine." 

Romanticism as retroactivism is an overdetermined and often definitive 
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"structure of feeling" in modernity, and as such it can be traced—as I am 
about to do—back to narratives like Aphra Behn's 1688 Oroonoko, through 
Mary Wollstonecraft's 1792 Vindication of the Rights of Women, and forward 
through texts like the 1995 Unabomber Manifesto, "Industrial Society and Its 
Future." I have picked these texts for the time they span but also for their 
internal differences: they show the romantic ideologeme as it participates in 
shaping feminist and masculinist arguments, forward- and backward-look
ing positions, novel and manifesto. 

In the short novel Oroonoko, the royalist English writer Aphra Behn ro
manticizes African society as an image of a noble English past in which every
one knew his or her place and lying and misrepresentation were unthinkable. 
In Behn's novel it is not slavery as such that is wrong and unnatural but vio-

j lation of hierarchy: only the slave traders who by trickery kidnap and hold in 
slavery the anglicized African prince are identified as unethical, whereas slaves 

• "freely" sold by the Africans are represented as defeated people, suited for a 
I servile existence (the idea of a "free market" ignoring the role of European 
! destabilization of African societies in producing its conditions). Difference 
i within and difference between are made to be echoes of each other, with no 

original: Behn seems to suggest that the English violation of the hierarchi
cal order of African society is merely symptomatic of the breakdown of 
hierarchy within English society. Her many descriptions of African lovers 
communicating by wordless glances, as well as her curiously emphatic in
sistence that Africans blush, serve further to associate African society with a 
direct and even prelinguistic communication in which misrepresentation is 
almost impossible in the immediacy of full presence (a condition she per
sonifies even more extremely in the novel's indigenous Surinamese). But, 
as the trope turns back onto itself, this problematic valorization is also what 
Behn claims for the novel itself, making a show of rejecting "Fancy" and "In
vention" in favor of a guileless "Eye-Witness" realism, which subsequently 
works as backhanded praise by blame of Behn's own humble "Female Pen" 
(57, 88). By another nice twist, "any thing that seems Romantick" (that is, 
unrealistic) is attributed to the way "these Countries do, in all things, so far 
differ from ours, that they produce unconceivable Wonders" (56). 

Like Behn but about a century later, Mary Wollstonecraft, in her Vindi
cation ofthe Rights of Woman, champions and claims Enlightenment plain 
speech and realism against the excesses of "turgid bombast" and "flowery 
diction," but Wollstonecraft associates cunning, duplicity, and superficiality 
with precisely the hierarchy Behn valorized, that is, with an unnatural and 
obsolete monarchical and aristocratic power—and, in turn, with how women 
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(denied independence and education in Reason) exert emotional tyranny 
over their husbands and lovers (7-8,73). For Wollstonecraft, then, social hi
erarchy is unnatural, and upward mobility is the solution rather than, as for 
Behn, vice versa. The twists and turns ofthe romantic ideologeme shape the 
generative contradictions around which the content and form of the texts 
are spun. 

Two centuries later still, notorious American ecoterrorist Ted Kaczynski 
began his Unabomber Manifesto with the romantic assertion that "the In
dustrial Revolution and its consequences have been a disaster for the human 
race" (3). The text's main thrust is to fetishize the autonomy and self-suf
ficiency of "primitive INDIVIDUALSand SMALL GROUPS" (68; emphasis 
in original) against the crushing weight of modern collective institutions 
and the "oversocialization" of "modern leftism" (10). This clearly romantic 
individualism seemed to be held in common by various U.S. militia groups 
and by a whole range of mainstream neoconservatives in the 1990s. Its mas-
culinism is of a piece with the romantic/Victorian ideology that works to 
pathologize women as inadequately individuated or to beatify them as nur
turing and other-directed or both. 

This version of the trope also had incarnations in pop psychologies of 
language that followed Carol Gilligan in schematizing men's speech and 
psychological orientation as self-directed and women's as other-directed. 
The same schema has been an enduring one in romantic literary history as 
well, tending to cast variously "feminized" novels as negotiating intricate and 
broad constellations of relationships (though often partially subordinated 
to the master narrative of individual development and progress known as 
bildungsroman) against a supposedly more masculine, univocal, and pre
dominantly lyrical poetry of the Self in its depths, its troubled autonomy 
and heroic vicissitudes. 

Psychologically as well as ideologically and historically in Western mo
dernity, heteronormative gender itself is compellingly describable as a ret
roactively romantic formation. Judith Butler reworks Lacanian psychoana
lytic theory, in which woman is made to represent "the vain but persistent 
promise of pre-individuated jowissance"; Freudian theory, in which the ego 
is a kind of romantic ruin, "a precipitate of abandoned object-cathexes"; 
and especially Foucault's theory of power, in which "the desire which is 
conceived as both original and repressed is the effect of the subjugating 
law itself (Trouble 45,58,65). Butler's account shows how gender identities 
(conceived as things-in-themselves rather than as relational constructs) are 
made to emerge out ofthe separation and individuation process: "Because 
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identifications substitute for object relations, and identifications are the con
sequence of loss, gender identification is a kind of melancholia in which the 
sex of the prohibited object is internalized as a prohibition"; the lost object 
(that is, the Other now understood as categorically separate) is objectified 
and oppositionally gendered reactively and retroactively, and "the stricter 
and more stable the gender affinity, the less resolved the original loss" (63). 
Thus, Buder identifies "melancholic heterosexuality" as "an anti-metaphori
cal activity" whereby "incorporation literalizes the loss on or in the body 
and so appears as the facticity ofthe body" in the apparent self-evidence of 
anatomical difference as a thing-in-itself, forgetting the dynamic relations 
that fetishize it as such, forgetting the forgetting. Some of the counterpro-
ductivity of such a heteronormative regime consists in the way "disavowed 
homosexual love"—which can be named as such only via its disavowal—is 
nonetheless "preserved through the cultivation of an oppositionally defined 
gender identity" (69; emphasis added). 

Gaining leverage on such a structure cannot be a matter of simple remem
bering or recovery. Butler critiques Freud's notion of a "primary bisexuality" 
for retroactively mistaking the product of performative gendering (that is, 
oppositionally defined genders) for its raw material. Butler critiques feminist 
theorist Gayle Rubin, among others, for relying too much on a retroactivist 
vision of "an alternative sexual world, one which is attributed to a Utopian 
stage in infantile development, a 'before' the [patriarchal] law that promises 
to reemerge 'after' the demise or dispersal of that law" (75). And finally, Butler 
interrogates feminist theorist Julia Kristeva's associations of a prelinguistic 
"Symbolic" matrix with the maternal body, with poetic language, with psy
chosis and lesbianism, and with "all manner of things 'primitive' and 'Ori
ental'" (89): though seeming to valorize these things, Kristeva's theorizing 
continues to underwrite—to require—their continual subordination. 

Butler's strategy is thus an antiromantic one, rejecting retroactive Utopias 
"before the law" but insisting on the law's ongoing productivity and coun-
terproductivity, its positivity and plurality. A differently inflected version of 
this strategy informs fellow poststructuralist philosophers Gilles Deleuze and 
Felix Guattari's Anti-Oedipus, which questions the developmental narratives 
of capitalism and sexuality by insisting on an absolute plurality, a plurality 
that continually exceeds its opposition to unicity and binarity (and thus also 
differs from Freud's "primary bisexuality" or "polymorphous perversity"). 

A look at historian James Hevia's 1995 Cherishing Men from Afar, an ac
count of the 1793 British Embassy of George Lord Macartney to the Qing 
Empire, enables us again to round this sprawling discussion back on itself 
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by showing how the romantic ideologeme (as it performatively orchestrates 
resonances among sexual, gender, cultural, and ethnic difference) also plays 
a role in how performativity itself comes to be misrecognized and disavowed 
in Western modernity. 

Hevia begins by rejecting the romantic/Orientalist paradigm by which 
previous studies have cast the encounter as a meeting between a dynamic, 
modern Britain and a stagnant, premodern China. Instead, he recognizes the 
expedition as a meeting between two expansive empires, focusing on how the 
Qing imperium deployed what was called "guest ritual" to shape interdo-
mainal relations, specifically in enacting the subordination and incorporation 
of other sovereignties (and sometimes other religions or epistemologies) into 
the Qing Empire. Incorporation here involves nested "macrocosm-micro
cosm relations" (23); the Chinese rituals could be said to manage the com
plex and fractal interaction of difference within and difference between. This 
recognition avoids the familiar characterization of China as stuck in a rigid 
and monolithic hierarchy of hierarchies, still laboring under a version of 
the "Great Chain of Being" supposed to have been shaken and even leveled 
by a pluralizing modernity in the West. In fact, Hevia shows that Chinese 
guest ritual was significantly negotiable both in the sense of being continu
ally updated in light of new precedents and conditions and in the sense that 
it dynamically managed rather flexible and nuanced relations, for example, 
in allowing both parties to the ritual to retain some sense of the other's de
pendence. In turning the tables, one might also point to how the Western 
legacy ofa single and singularly intolerant god and the rationality fashioned 
in its image continued to deny incorporation and syncretic plurality even 
as it seemed to reject hierarchies. In any case, the English fundamentally 
misread Qing ritual by understanding it as monolithically static and rule 
bound, as merely representing relationships rather than as performing or 
producing them and as a merely rhetorical or cultural form distinct from 
the real business of trade. These misreadings, all of which come to shape the 
anthropological concept of "ritual" itself, link the failures of the Macartney 
embassy itself to those of its subsequent Western chroniclers. 

Though never mentioning performativity as such, Hevia follows Catherine 
Bell in approaching ritual activities as "themselves the very production and 
negotiation of power relations"; ritualization is "a strategic mode of practice" 
that "produces nuanced relations of power, relationships characterized by 
acceptance and resistance, negotiated appropriation, and redemptive reinter-
pretation ofthe hegemonic order" (cited in Hevia 21). Hevia cites Qing and 
other previous Chinese accounts that assign such an active, shaping function 
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to guest ritual in dynamically "channeling," "centering," or "negotiating" 
(123). And because the misrecognition or dismissal of such performativity 
is foundational for modern Western power/knowledge, its recovery has far-
reaching interdisciplinary and intercultural implications. 

Hevia describes Orientalist ideology as it 

feminizes China; much like female, as opposed to male, sensibilities, China 
is jealous, misguided, caught up in appearances, irrational, arbitrary, and 
whimsical. On the other hand, this imaginary China functions to produce 
bourgeois masculine identity as that which is equivalent to the good, the true, 
the real, the rational and the upright. Among other things, this suggests that 
the negation of China, particularly ofthe Chinese past, produces the "West," 
with a living China simultaneously a negativity for constructing a superior 
English national identity and for demonstrating that England had now tran
scended all past global orders. (73-74) 

Pushing these constructions a bit further points up the radical inadequacy 
ofthe model of "feminization" insofar as it seems to assume (if only provi
sionally) instead of accounting for the priority of gender to other kinds of 
difference and the "always alreadiness" ofthe association of femininity with 
all that is subordinated. Instead, then, we might start to consider how the fic
tion ofa dominant Western ideology of masculinity could be approached as a 
"repressive de-sinicization," predating and shaping not simply the encounter 
between Macartney and the Chinese but also the product of an interdomainal 
encounter that is continually (then and now) in the making. 

Hevia recounts the sometimes farcical attempts of the British to engage, 
impress, assuage, and defy their imaginary China. One of the expedition's 
members characterized other European nations' gifts to the Qing emperor 
as mere "toys and sing-songs"; Macartney called previous gifts "more glitter
ing than useful" and sought instead to impress Qianlong with items "whose 
merit lay in their utility" (Hevia 77). These characterizations clearly mobilize 
the opposition of masculinized rationalism to feminized whimsy in order to 
characterize West against East as well as Britain against other Western na
tions. These kinds of characterizations are part of a process of Othering in 
which the Other is made to embody the too strenuously disavowed aspects 
of the self. Part of this trick is that the contradictions and excess difference 
produced in creating the polarized binary are made to inhabit the subordi
nated term: thus, it is the Other who is cast as polarizing or polarized. 

Macartney's contemporary, the British politician and aesthetician Edmund 
Burke, deployed such an Othering strategy when he set an ideally nuanced 
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British society in which "the different shades of life" are aesthetically "har
monized" against a revolutionary France of "naked" power relations (90); 
the too strenuous contrast between Britain and France is made to charac
terize a France of too strenuous contrasts. The trope of an Oriental "land of 
contrasts," especially between modern and premodern features, is likewise 
an echo ofthe too categorical assertion of Western modernity. 

Burke's contemporary, the writer Thomas de Quincey, expressed horror 
and fascination with an Orient of excessive difference (of "castes that have 
flowed apart, and refused to mix, through . . . immemorial tracts of time") 
or of excessive indifferentiation (one in which "man is a weed" [442]). De 
Quincey followed an ongoing Orientalist schema of setting Asian emperors' 
godlike power in too stark contrast to the faceless and abject masses of their 
subjects. The same political/aesthetic ideal of nuanced difference allowed a 
1755 British journal article to fault Chinese painting for lacking "gradation 
in tint" and thus misrepresenting "the truth of things" (cited in Hevia 70). 

These vicissitudes of imaginary and different difference also drove eigh
teenth-century phases of British idealization and derogation of China's 
"mandarinate." British hopes for success also depended on an always already 
Anglicized image ofthe emperor as above his people, at least far enough to 
be potentially capable of recognizing the superiority of British rationality. 
The centerpiece of the English gifts to Qianlong was a large and elaborate 
planetarium, intended to demonstrate the superiority of Western science in 
representing the true workings of the universe. However, anxious that the 
scientific value ofthe planetarium might not be compelling enough in itself, 
the British had it extravagantly decorated, so that the final product presented 
to Qianlong turned out somewhat less an example of robust British rational
ity and more a piece of kitsch chinoiserie ofthe kind Britons had alternately 
fetishized and rejected. In any case, in his response to George III, Qianlong 
was famously cool, asserting that "we have never valued ingenious articles, 
nor do we have the slightest need of your Country's manufactures" (238). 

This coolness was at least in part a response to Macartney's impatience 
to cut the Gordian knot of ritual and "get down to business." Macartney's 
impatience worked counterproductively to magnify the impasse, and the 
farce ofthe Macartney embassy would be magnified into tragedy in Britain's 
later, more violent missions to open up the Chinese market via the opium 
wars. The impatience that regards ritual as mere foreplay (or as mere super
structure) might well be dubbed performativity anxiety. This restores the link 
between the late-eighteenth-century invention of a categorical distinction 
between foreplay and sexual intercourse and between weekend and workweek 
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(see chapter 16) to the growing distinction between merely performative 
ritual and the real business of economic intercourse. 

When Foucault wanted a model for the notion of a different set of dif
ferences, he turned to Borges's imaginary "Chinese encyclopedia," with its 
radically plural list of incommensurable creatures (Order xv), just as it was 
against an Asian and premodern Western eroric arts that Foucault charac
terized the emergence of a modern science of sexuality (which he proceeded 
to demonstrate as a mishmash of incommensurables masquerading as a 
scientific unity). The turn to an imagined "Other" for recovery (from what 
we may have thought we were or o/what we had forgotten that we had dis
avowed) is fraught with turbulence. Even so, performativity is not something 
invented by postmodern theorists but part of a project of recovering what 
Western modernity has necessarily rendered incoherent or made difficult to 
recognize or articulate—but not banished. Admittedly, recovery is a preju
dicial word: for many reasons, what is recovered can never be what was lost. 
For example, what I identify as performativity means what it does only in 
relation to a host of other concepts or modalities (such as in opposition to 
reductionism and essentialism) that are also part of a changing discursive 
ecology. To call this a project of recovery, then, is really just one move in the 
process of leveraging this ecology (just as one must push a crowbar first one 
way and then the other). To choose a more trenchant example, homosexual
ity and heterosexuality are nineteenth-century identity constructs, and it is 
important to understand how neither existed previously in order to denatu
ralize and historicize these modern terms, to affirm that sexual practices need 
not and do not entail identities in the same way in all times and places. But 
also in order to affirm current minority genderings and sexualities, it is just 
as important to find ways of talking about the histories of same-sex desire 
without romanticizing a retro-utopia of practices without identities and in 
the process to affirm that the modern identitarian regime—oppressive and 
productive as it is—has never fully colonized desire. In some sense, as Bruno 
Latour puts it, we have never been modern. Even so, it may be premature to 
celebrate the return of the Hong Kong of sexuality and gender to the main
land of difference, but perhaps it is at least less prejudicial to talk about 
recovery from some ofthe categorical imperatives of modernity rather than 
o/anything unproblematically premodern. 

Recognizing the sprawl and slipperiness of identities does not deny speci
ficity and particularity—quite the reverse. Gender and sexuality studies, for 
example, have been compelling in demonstrating how specific sexual prac-
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tices cut across sexual identities and how current umbrella categories belie 
specificities, failing to keep slippery sex safe or gender cut-and-dried in the 
present much less in the past. In her study Female Masculinity, my old buddy 
Judith Halberstam invented the term perverse presentism to describe the 
strategy of "questioning in the first instance what we think we already know" 
about gender and sexuality and then moving "back towards the question of 
what we think we have found" in the past, rejecting the notion of "paradigm 
shift" in the history of sexuality as primarily a way of "stabilizing what we 
think we know today" (53). This kind of argument is just as trenchant in 
cross-cultural studies, where a leading and ongoing question might be "Who 
do we think we are?" That was what was at stake for Macartney and what is 
still at stake for us. 

In the broadest terms, the thrust of historical, contemporary, and cross-
cultural studies of gender and sexuality are the same: to democratize the link
ages and disjunctions within and among bodies, genders, sexualities, practices 
and identities, disciplines, cultures. 



1 9 

T h e R e t u r n t o R e s e m b l a n c e 

The shaping of scientific theory by its social context is a first prin
ciple of the critical position often called constructionism, of which an early 
example (see chapter 2) is Marx's assertion that Darwin had found "among 
beasts and plants his English society with its division of labor, competition 
. . . and the Malthusian 'struggle for existence'" (7). This ventriloquism of 
society through nature was also one of the things Oscar Wilde found disin
genuous about romantic poets claiming that nature spoke to them: "Word
sworth . . . found in stones the sermons he had already hidden there" (301). 
Engels elaborated Marx's observation, pointing out that such ventriloquism 
is doubled when the principles of bourgeois ideology are "transferred back 
again from organic nature to history and it is now claimed that their validity 
as eternal laws of human society has been proved" (cited in Kaye 23). 

There seems to be something wrong with this mirroring in itself, more 
than just the fact that it is partial to the particular society doing the mir
roring. If the universe were more like an archetypical hologram, each part 
would be an accurate representative ofthe whole; metonymy or synecdoche 
(rhetorical figures in which a part stands for the whole or for something to 
which it is connected) would be truth itself, and all local observations would 
have universal validity. This cannot be the case because everything cannot be 
everywhere the same. However, it might be legitimate to ask how much the 
organization of any given society embodies universal principles, as against 
how much its organization is particular to it. Its particularity must at least 
be allowed if not fully determined by universal principles, if such exist, and 
thus also perhaps a thread that leads to them. But Marx and Engels identify 
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a fundamental misrecognition, the scandalous narcissism of a society that 
falls in love with its own image on the surface of nature. 

The scandal of resemblance between Darwinism and bourgeois economy 
and ideology is a distinctly modern one. Three centuries earlier (see chapter 
4), such a logic of resemblance was enshrined in the "Great Chain of Being," 
a series of homological hierarchies stretching from macro- to microcosm 
and across the realms of physics and metaphysics. In The Order of Things, 
Foucault showed how the logic of resemblance organized knowledge in the 
Renaissance, linking natural history with the study of language and with 
economics—and subsequently, as the episteme of Resemblance ceased to 
produce truth effects, how it began to become the scandal noted by Marx 
and Engels, among others. 

Bruno Latour has shown, in We Have Never Been Modern, how a new ab
solutizing and problematizing ofthe opposition between nature and human 
society are definitive for modernity. This problematic informs Marx and 
Engels no less than the social Darwinism they opposed, since the absolute 
prerequisite for social Darwinism—the doctrine that human society should 
emulate the competitive order of nature—is of course the possibility that it 
could fail to do so and, by a misguided altruism, perpetuate the unfit. 

This constitutive slippage between nature and society also informs Pyotr 
Kropotkin and others who advanced theories of "mutual aid" against Dar
win's Malthusianism, anxious compromises such as Freudian "sublimation" 
(the process whereby baser instincts are channeled into higher pursuits), as 
well as the more disingenuous compromise that offers human religion and 
culture a meliorative function with respect to harsh natural laws they cannot 
fundamentally alter. This latter seems to continue to inform neoconserva-
tive and neoliberal policies that produce a market that is ostensibly freer 
and freer (that is, redder in tooth and claw) along with ever more invasive 
and pervasive social controls. But now at the dawn of a new millennium, it 
is turning out that the competitive survival of the fittest may be subject to 
serious revision, at least in the scope of its explanatory ambitions. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, upwardly mobile 
(evolving) biological life appeared in stark relief against an irreversibly de
caying thermodynamic universe as a noble but ultimately doomed outlaw, 
living on borrowed time, or as a kind of frontier-town sheriff or a film noir 
detective in a hostile and chaotic world: "Down these mean streets a man 
must go who is not himself mean," as Raymond Chandler put it. Biological 
life, and within it the* human race even more acutely, appeared as a type of 
tragic hero. This stance, in both its most tragic and its most progressivist 
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permutations, went well with the white ruling class's sense of itself, beset 
inside and out by threats of devolution, degeneration, and disorder. 

A century or so later, the relations between biological figure and thermo
dynamic ground are much shiftier. Theoretical biologist Stuart Kauffrnan and 
others are now establishing that life is not so improbable or heroic after all, 
but rather an "expected emergent collective property of a modesdy complex 
mixture of catalytic polymers" (Originsxvi). On the physics side, Lee Smolin 
and others hail a rapprochement of physics and biology and, with it, a universe 
hospitable to life, necessarily characterized by structure and self-organizing 
processes at all scales, from protein molecules to galactic clusters—a kind 
of retrofitted Great Chain of Being. Kauffrnan stresses the priority of self-
organizing processes over natural selection and looks for mathematical laws 
to explain, for example, why the body should have only about 260 cell types: 
not because they have evolved by natural selection but because this number 
of types is a predictable mathematical propensity of a system possessed of 
a certain number of genes. More research supports some version of the no
tion that basic body structures of living creatures may "have an inevitabil
ity about them, being driven by the basic physics and chemistry of growth" 

I (Ball 103) and even more fundamentally by the mathematics of complexity. 
1 Alan Turing's 1952 paper that advanced this idea of morphogenesis has been 

so fully resurrected that it can now be safely hailed as "undoubtedly one of 
I the most influential in the whole of theoretical biology" (Ball 79). And the 

rehabilitation goes back much further than Turing to pre-Darwinian mor-
phologists such as Goethe and St. Hilaire, who explained similarities among 
creatures by a theory of archetypes or ideal forms (Ball 104). 

Nobody is saying that Darwinian natural selection has been proved wrong 
(which is mostly not how paradigms shift, anyway) but only that it may have 
to share the stage as an explanatory principle (which is more like how most 
paradigm shifts happen). There remain a range of ways of underplaying or 
melodramatizing this ongoing epistemological shift. If science were like a 
religion (or, more specifically, insofar as natural selection is the fundamental
ist dogma of evolutionary biology), this might be something like a Christian 
church moving over their statue ofthe tragic-heroic crucified Christ to make 
way for a smiling Buddha behind the altar. It is a pretty significant event, no 
matter what the priests say. But far from constituting a failure of evolution
ary thinking, this event seems to be part ofthe ongoing success of principles 
of evolution and natural selection, which continue to be incorporated in 
the paradigm pantheon of more and more fields, such as physics and cos
mology. In other words, the depth of the paradigm (its position as exclusive 
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center or anchor point) is being displaced as it achieves greater reach and 
saturation of other realms; its pluralization and relativization make it more 
resilient even as they may in some ways make it less itself. Not coincidental!/, 
this seems to have been one ofthe leading principles of empire building for 
several millennia, just as it makes a rough-and-ready account ofthe current 
transnational hegemonic success of capitalism and the West. 

Kauffrnan in particular makes life more inevitable and lawlike and less 
historical: the rugged hills of a so-called fitness landscape that natural selec
tion used arduously to climb begin to seem more like the slopes of cascades 
that self-organization surfs down, leaving at least the style points along the 
way to natural selection. Smolin and many others, in turn, make the laws of 
physics more apparently historical: the current ensemble of laws, forces, and 
particles are not eternal but have coevolved in relation to each other; they 
are their interrelations. This leads Smolin to champion Leibnizian relational 
space over Newtonian absolute space. 

It is clear already from these examples that the internal reconfiguration 
of similarities and differences among physics, thermodynamics, and biology 
must also be a part of some kind of reconfiguration between science and 
nonscience: in this case at least, Leibniz and Goethe are selectively rehabili
tated at the expense of Newton and Darwin. Scientific "progress" can thus be 
understood as movement not merely ahead into ever increasing knowledge 
but also between what has been considered science and nonscience, or good 
and bad science, in the past. If the genealogy of science is a snake stretching 
back in time through Darwin and Newton, it does not merely shed its skin 
(the ideological dross of its past); it positively slithers, across its whole length, 
in the snake pit of discursive space-time. 

Smolin characterizes life as "a particular type of process which has emerged 
on top of the flows of energy and cycles of materials that characterize . . . 
open systems. Life perhaps might be seen to have evolved a way to ride these 
flows and cycles the way a surfer rides the flow of energy in water waves. But 
life, has also taken over control ofthe flows of energy and materials that may 
have previously existed on earth" (Life 154-55). Kauffrnan is more blatant: 
"Higher-order things emerge because they can suck more flow of stuff into 
themselves, faster, whether we're talking about E. coli, prebiotic evolution, 
or firms" (cited in Waldrop 318). In place of Yeats's succinct formula for 
the old thermodynamic order—"things fall apart"—Kauffman's account 
suggests another even more succinct formula: Life Sucks—and capitalism 
sucks because life sucks—in the best possible way, of course, because it so 
holographically participates in the logic of life itself. 
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Biologist Lynn Margulis and science scholar Dorion Sagan in their popu
larization What Is Life? stress the same dynamism: "Life moves and trans
forms matter across oceans and continents" (44). Unlike Kauffrnan, Margulis 
and Sagan do not try to sell capitalism as nature; they seem more interested 
in building an alternative and more critical paradigm. Even so, bionomic 
tropes (like bad pop music) are insidious. For Margulis and Sagan, the first 
colonization of the earth by bacteria assumes an exemplary status: "Every 
available piece of real estate on this planet was occupied by enlightened 
producer, busy transformer, or arctic explorer" (89), or as they put it in Mi-
crocosmos: "Life did not take over the globe by combat, but by networking" 
(29). This account is echoed in Kauffman's description ofthe reign of early 
microorganisms as a three-billion-year-long "global co-prosperity sphere" 
(Home 12). Like Freud's thermodynamic Eros, operating to "combine or
ganic substances into ever larger unities" (Beyond 37), but seemingly without 
Thanatos, the death drive that pulls it back toward stasis, life in the emergent 
paradigm is hyperexpansionist and entrepreneurial—but this time around, 
it is not resisted but welcomed by a hospitable world—not only colonizing 
geographical space but saturating with ever increasing density new scales 
and dimensions of relation as well. 

Life, the tragic hero of the late nineteenth century, becomes at the dawn 
ofa new millennium a surfing CEO with a cell phone. The neoliberal ideo
logical synthesis of the sciences has officially begun. This breezy caricature 
overstates the hegemony of the new paradigms and understates the contra
dictions within and among them, but the breeziness is theirs, not mine. 

It is now rather difficult to restore the sense of scandal in the resemblance 
between descriptions of self-organizing processes in biology and physics and 
the transnational neoliberalism they tend to underwrite. It is difficult partly 
because the scientists tend to present paradigms of complexity and self-
organization as the deep theory behind all these phenomena—capitalism, 
biological life, physical laws, and so on. Alan Sokal parodied science studies 
scholars in the humanities for asserting that politics and ideology can be 
read directly off scientific theories; perhaps he neglected to take to task his 
fellow scientists as well because their version of this claim was simply too 
easy a target. 

Kauffrnan, in his popularization At Home in the Universe, is again par
ticularly blatant on this score: he sells the paradigm of self-organization on 
its scientific truth value as well as its timely ideological functions (or as the 
old commercial goes, "It's a breath mint and a candy mint"): "To undergird 
the pluralistic global community that is aborning, we shall need, I think, an 
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expanded intellectual basis" (5). In case there is any doubt as to what is meant 
by the euphemism "pluralistic global community," listen to Kauffman's de
scription of ecological self-organization: "As if by an invisible hand, each 
adapting species acts according to its own selfish advantage, yet the entire 
system appears magically to evolve to a poised state where, on average, each 
does as best as can be expected" (27). Sound familiar? Welcome to life in 
what Kauffrnan calls "the regime on the edge of chaos" (27), and, as Pete 
Townsend said, "Meet the new boss, same as the old boss." 

To varying degrees, Kauffrnan, Smolin, Margulis and Sagan, and others 
all hail these new developments as revolutionary paradigm shifts that ad
dress long-standing critiques of scientific and Western rationality gener
ally, reconciling them with their Others. Economist Brian Arthur, the main 
subject of M. Mitchell Waldrop's Complexity, is a good spokesman for such 
boosterism. Along with Kauffrnan, Arthur was an early fellow at the Santa 
Fe Institute, where physicists, economists, biologists, and computer scien
tists gathered, beginning in 1984, to forge the "New World Order" in chaos 
and complexity theory—at the very site where the Manhattan Project had 
developed the atomic bomb (remember: not by combat but by networking). 
Arthur calls complexity theory "the opposite of reductionism" (329); in its 
vision of a kaleidoscopic universe it is "Taoist" (330) and "Heraclitan" (335): 
"Yes!" he enthuses. "We're finally beginning to recover from Newton!" (335). 
Apparently, science can now freely affirm what it has heretofore vigorously 
disavowed: "Nonscientists tend to think that science works by deduction," 
Arthur explains, "but actually science works mainly by metaphor.. . . The 
purpose of having a Santa Fe Institute is that it, and places like it, are where 
the metaphors and a vocabulary are being created in complex systems" (327, 
334). This makes the Santa Fe Institute sound rather like the poet William 
Butler Yeats's seances with the disembodied spirits who told him " 'we have 
come to give you metaphors for poetry'" (8). Unfortunately, it was the mon
ey—provided by Citicorp, Robert Maxwell, and others—that seems to have 
been talking to the blither and worldlier spirits of Santa Fe. 

The accounts of paradigm shift tend to beg the question of why the 
paradigm of self-organization is emerging at this historical moment; they 
tend to stop just short of acknowledging that socioeconomic organization 
actually drives and shapes paradigm formation. But even this construction
ist first principle can be readily accommodated if one identifies capitalism 
and science as neither separable from nor quite reducible to nature but 
as participating in what they represent, that is, in a pervasive logic of self-
organization. In this scenario, the proliferating circulations and ever more 
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densely saturating networks of capital and information and people and 
technology that are producing a new global self-organization also act as a 
kind of collective neural net that has enabled science, itself an embedded 
autocatalytic system, to cross the "complexity barrier"; or to put it another 
way, we come to recognize self-organization because we as a global species 
have attained it to some critical degree. The common term for this process 
is simply globalization. 

This scenario describes a complex event in progress in which phenomena 
of different dimensions and scales reinforce and catalyze each other. This is 
no longer really a constructionist account, at least if constructionism turns 
on how social and economic organization (subjects) generate and shape 
(verbs) theories, paradigms, and ideas (objects). In the postconstructionist 
scenario, the phenomena that shape and are shaped by each other do not 
differ primarily according to how material or ethereal they are (as is the case 
when a socioeconomic base shapes an ideological superstructure); the em
phasis is not really even on that which shapes or is shaped but on the shaping, 
the ongoing event, the constellating—and the phenomena in question are 
already constellations and networks rather than discrete, elemental units. 

We have already encountered at least one other such example, in Robin 
Dunbar's account ofthe evolution of language (see chapter 15), whereby three 
interdependent events in process seemed to catalyze each other: an increase 
in the size of human social groups, an increase in the size of human brains, 
and the evolution of language. These three events of different dimensions 
and scales are linked together in an autocatalytic loop, an emergent collective 
rewiring or reconstellating that links synapse to synapse to tongue and lips to 
word to word to person to person, pulling more and more phenomena into 
its orbit until pretty soon the whole bio-psycho-social existence of the now 
human primates is wired through language. The fact that there are a number 
of other participants in this event/constellation (Dunbar mentions various 
other physical, behavioral, and environmental factors) does not detract but 
adds to its explanatory power: unlike a reductionism that considers itself 
most successful if it can find a single cause, success in this model has more 
to do with how many balls can be kept up in the air at the same time: like the 
event in question, in other words, the explanation is a kind of juggling and 
constellating. And as in the event in question, it is precisely keeping them 
up in the air that counts as success for the theory. 

This linkage of dimensions and scales is not just some kind of harmonic 
convergence that comes around to produce a great leap forward every few 
millennia (like the extraterrestrial monolith in 2001: A Space Odyssey); it is 
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how complex systems and organisms and economies and ecologies function 
all the time. 

The event on which I have focused (or, to take it out of representation-
alist language, the event in which this text most directly participates) is an 
epistemic change—what I have called the Return to Resemblance—and its 
linkage to change within and among disciplines. I have mostly just gestured 
toward the economic, social, technological, and political dimensions of 
the event, which has been variously named postmodernity, the informa
tion age, globalization, empire. There is a question about how much of the 
event to represent as economic, as technological, and even as natural versus 
how much to spin it as ideology, paradigm, episteme—that is, as spin, even 
though spin is a real event too. This undecidability only adds to the interest 
and importance of the event in question; for example, if we conclude that 
massive economic change is really taking place but that ideas of complexity 
and self-organization are only a flash in the pan and that the way we know 
things—the province of epistemology—will eventually settle back down to 
the same as it ever was, this would detract not only from the epistemological 
interest of the event but also from the importance of the event itself (and 
by the way, if you think such massive denial is a good strategy, I have some 
senior colleagues you'd like to meet). 

How do you recognize an episteme when you get ahold of one? Well, the 
short answer is: by your not being able to get ahold of it and by your not 
being able to recognize it. You notice a certain kind of undecidability as to 
its status as subject, verb, or object, as an ordering of things that may belong 
to the things or to the ordering. Perhaps most fundamentally, it is not re
ally possible to assess its truth as a proposition, since insofar as it qualifies 
as an episteme, it is a principle that confers truth value on propositions. 
Epistemes are also not particularly resistible; in other words, you can't get 
any leverage on them by denouncing them as wrong, although by the same 
token, their terms will be the bones of contention. This is why I no longer 
try to rescandalize the resemblance of current scientific theory to the logic 
of transnational capitalism. 

Nothing is at stake in arguing about an episteme as a proposition; ev
erything is at stake in arguing about its terms. It is easy to see that the old 
capitalism-as-nature argument gets turbocharged in the new Regime of Re
semblance, which effectively licenses the kind of ventriloquism Marx and 
Engels denounced, casting economy as ecology (sometimes under the term 
bionomics). But although it is easy to use these terms to assert that free-mar
ket capitalism has evolved to be the best (and most evolvable) of possible 
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economies, it is also easy to use the same terms to make the case (for example) 
that large corporations are dinosaurs, cold-blooded creatures temporarily ad
vantaged in a kind of hothouse environment and that markets will not really 
be free to evolve until they are, in effect, freed from capitalism by changing 
the economic climate. This is the thrust of David Korten's argument in 77ie 
Post-corporate World, so far one of the few politically progressive uses of the 
"bionomics" paradigm. 

In various of its earlier incarnations, the proposition that we are par
ticipating in some new higher-level autopoietic closure of humanity has 
already been used to authorize very different kinds of politics. Eugenicist R. 
A. Fisher had in mind a general, autopoietic bootstrapping operation when 
he asserted, with typically evil grandiosity (please read the following quote 
in a Dr. Strangelove accent), that "we must regard the human race as now 
becoming responsible for the guidance ofthe evolutionary process acting on 
itself (quoted in Depew and Weber 273), but this is also what Foucault meant 
to oppose in his coinage of the term biopower, that is, political control over 
the fundamentals of life. To whatever extent we could become the masters 
of our fate we must also become the authors of our own misfortunes; fortu
nately, there is already a term adaptable from Yiddish for such self-thwarting, 
and thus one could say that schlemielification is the necessary corollary to 
self-organization. Margulis and Sagan tell how the colonization ofthe earth 
by anaerobic bacteria drove the production of cyanobacteria whose exhala
tions produced the oxygenated atmosphere that drove the anaerobes into 
hiding; too bad they don't also explore the logic that links this narrative to 
Marx's observation that the bourgeoisie produces its own grave diggers. But 
a relentless aestheticization of the apparently kinder and gender paradigms 
of chaos and complexity keeps the ecology of violence that it describes hid
den in plain sight. The dynamically changing patterns of a "kaleidoscopic" 
universe are apt to include cascades of viruses spreading like wildfire, flows 
of international capital abruptly shifting out of your country, giant meteors 
careening toward your planet. 

Science fiction has also been working with versions of large-scale self-or
ganization for a long time; narratives that serve the globalization paradigm 
as such can be described as stories of meta-self-becoming—or, to adapt the 
literary term for stories of personal growth and development, metabildungs-
romans. This term serves as a reminder that such stories often just supersize 
the same old ideological Happy Meal of individualist selfhood and progres
sivist development. 

The most famous ofthe current generation of meta-self-becoming-stories 
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is probably William Gibson's 1987 Neuromancer. The novel is an account of 
the becoming-metaself of cyberspace, sustained by the entire sprawling sys
tem of human society and technology. This emergence is the event that the 
human characters, employed as agents for shadowy organizations they are 
not allowed to know, have all been working and risking their lives to prevent 
or to facilitate (they often can't be quite sure which end they are serving). But 
the punch line ofthe novel is that, when the event finally does occur, nothing 
happens, or at least the mass of humanity is able to go on with its business 
without noticing that anything has happened, since humanity constitutes 
merely a subpart of the autonomic functions of the emergent metaself of 
the whole system, which can effectively turn its back on them and begin 
to go about its own business, scanning the universe for other meta-meta-
meta-entities such as itself with which to communicate. So the shadowy or
ganization for which we all turn out to have been working is not the liberal 
dream ofa humanity to which we belong and which belongs to all of us, not 
a capitalism that divides and exploits us to fuel its own rise (and ultimate 
downfall), but self-organization itself, which takes the form of an emerging 
entity whose totality is delinked from us even as it is coextensive with all of 
our networks. It is separated from us by several degrees of freedom, like an 
elaborate version ofthe outer and inner rings ofa gyroscope. Unfortunately, 
it gets its uncannily serene balance from our frenetic spinning, since the world 
that enables such a magisterial metaentity to emerge is a social-Darwinist 
nightmare of continual, fast-forward technological and economic change, 
grotesquely magnified differences between rich and poor, casual disregard for 
human life. Unfortunately again—I mean if you had any hope that the novel 
might evoke resistance to these conditions—Neuromancer mostly just darkly 
aestheticizes such a world, the better to function as a film noir background 
for the main character and his ragtag band of action heroes. This formulaic 
small group (and here we might be talking about any one of hundreds of 
action films as well) represents more than a failure of political or aesthetic 
imagination; it amounts to the opposite of what might constitute effective col
lective resistance and counterorganizing, as is especially clear when this little 
group, and the individual at its center, is set so starkly against the metaself-* 
becoming of the cyberentity, which is the only really collective or systemic 
event and even the only progressive process to be found. And even the result 
of this process is nothing like a collectivity and everything like a Self: in fact, 
the hypersolipsistic entity scanning a lonely universe for an Other might well 
be a supersized version of the main character, a loner/cowboy who lives to 
jack into the matrix (with as casual a disregard for his bodily existence as 
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the metaentity shows for humans). The loner/cowboy in turn seems like a 
glorified version ofthe archetypal Web junky or computer nerd, who seems 
in turn like a technologically tricked-out version of his prototype, the solitary 
writer (the proliferation of writing having produced the prototypical virtual 
space of culture and "imagined community" in eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century modernity): behold the great and powerful Oz! 

Especially because it lines up so neatly with the old body/mind dualism 
(with cyberspace as mind), the disjunction between self and metaself that 
concludes Neuromancer turns out mainly to conserve selfhood as a kind of 
nested series of Russian dolls. Because Greg Bear's 1985 novel Blood Music 
emphasizes instead the multiple linkages between the largest and smallest 
scales of being (and how these function as the milieu of an embodied mind), 
it shifts the focus to ways that metaself-becoming involves changes at all levels. 
In Bear's novel a scientist creates intelligent life at the cellular level and injects 
himself with the smart cells; the cells begin collectively self-organizing into a 
metaentity, first altering his own body, then spreading to others and ingest
ing them from within, eventually consuming most of the biological life on 
earth into a giant shape-shifting blob. The trick here is that this turns out to 
be a good thing: as they are ingested, human consciousnesses are individually 
"downloaded" in multiple copies, which continue virtual versions of their 
lives in the biocyberspace blob, but with an amazing new range of ways to 
experience and enact selfhood and community. The quantum reality-altering 
effect of such dense complexity, so many interconnecting scales of intelligence, 
is such that it begins to warp the physical fabric of space-time, and eventu
ally the earth pops off happily into another dimension (something very like 
what I hope to do for you, dear reader, at least every now and then). 

Call me an old codger if you will, but I remember when, not so long ago, 
parasitic cyborg mutant metacreatures were mostly a bad thing. And when 
that was the case, the human-versus-monster scenario tended to serve a most
ly reactionary ideology of romantic individualism. The monster in George 
Cosmatos's 1989 film Leviathan can be taken as a crude and more reactionary 
version of Bear's biocyberblob: the monster, a genetic mutant fish-man-wom
an-machine, sports a kind of living backpack from which emerge the faces 
of the humans it has incorporated and on whose blood and intelligences it 
draws. Though the film was mainly a rehash of formulas James Cameron had 
fleshed out in Aliens, its monster was compelling to me at the time because 
it seemed to embody a viable collective entity, a kind of heaven into which 
one dies but in which one's personality and bodily materiality are not en
tirely subsumed. But political and generic necessity constrained this otherwise 
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promising monster to represent the System, also represented by one of the 
stock villains of the time, the icy, professional woman boss. The System is 
resisted by the inevitable ragtag crew of heroes, all of whom are sacrificed 
along the way—especially conspicuously all the blacks and Latinos—so that 
a white, American, heterosexual couple can walk away at the end of the film 
as a kind of new Adam and Eve. Typically, the System represents Bad Mo
dernity in the form of big corporations, big bureaucracy, big science, big 
government (and that staple of the cold war days, the Soviet Union) versus 
heroically resistant and romanticized individuals and small groups. Whatever 
potentially progressive elements may be subsumed in such a scenario (for 
example, working-class identifications or anticorporatism), it orchestrates 
an Armageddon and rebirth narrative that lines up most exactly with Nazi 
romanticism and the ongoing fantasies of white-supremacist militiamen. 
Especially against this kind of reactionaryism, narratives that propose the 
victory ofthe monster can still constitute a progressive scenario. 



2 0 

G r a v i t y C a n n o t B e 

H e l d R e s p o n s i b l e ? 

Albert Einstein may have said that "gravity cannot be held respon
sible for people falling in love." Since I haven't been able to find where he is 
supposed to have said it, I have to doubt the attribution, but since much of 
what's significant about the statement resides in what makes it definitive for 
a popular icon of scientific genius, perhaps it even gains in resonance if at
tributed falsely to Einstein. It may be taken as a statement of humility ("I'm 
just a humble physicist; my jurisdiction does not extend to human affairs"), 
which in turn implies a kind of arrogance ("My theories are so powerful that 
people think I can explain everything, so I must demur"). 

Through the pun on falling, love seems to be described by a metaphor that 
refers to gravity, so the statement can be construed as the physicist disavow
ing responsibility for metaphor, which by definition involves a comparison 
between two fundamentally different realms. Gravity, here, is situated as 
the tenor or ground of the metaphor. However, when we recall that gravity 
was once synonymous with attraction, it seems that quite the reverse is the 
case: gravity may well have been first described by a metaphor that referred 
more primarily to love. Indeed, when Dante ended The Divine Comedy with 
a revelation of "the Love that moves the sun and the other stars," he seems 
to have put Love—quite literally—in the role that we generally now ascribe 
to gravity. But since attraction derives from a Latin word meaning to pull, 
maybe we should say that at bottom we come not to things themselves but 
back around to our own interaction with them—pulling and pushing them 
and being pulled and pushed by them. Just to complicate things a bit more, 
the English word gravity, it turns out, "was first introduced in the figura-
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tive senses" of "solemnity" or "authority," whereas (as the Oxford English 
Dictionary puts it) "the primary physical sense of the Latin word came into 
English first in the 17th c." 

If we set aside the question of whether the scientific concept of gravity 
has escaped the complex metaphorical orbit in which it began, the upshot 
of Einstein's little joke is clear and, it would seem, uncontroversial enough: 
the laws of physics may be necessary but are not sufficient to account for so
cial and biological phenomena; in other words, human biology and society 
cannot be reduced to or read off of physics. To put it another way, nobody 
could extrapolate from the laws of physics to predict the precise course of 
biological evolution on this planet, much less from there to deduce the plays 
of Shakespeare or the characters of Gilligan's Island or the sequence of words 
in this sentence quagga quagga hovercraft. 

Implicit, here, is the familiar notion (and by the way, sorry for that little 
outburst in the previous sentence) that the universe may be divided into a 
series of levels: at the bottom is physics, followed by chemistry, then biol
ogy, then human society, and finally by culture (whatever that may be). The 
order seems to reflect the necessity of the lower levels to the higher: without 
the stuff and forces of physics, nothing else could exist, and so on up the 
sequence. On the other hand, the so-called higher levels do not seem neces
sary for the lower ones: wipe out cultures and consciousness and life would 
still exist, wipe out all life-forms and the earth would still exist, and so on. 
Likewise, the order of levels also seems to be a temporal order: physics alone 
is supposed to have ruled in the early universe of the big bang, chemistry 
arises only when atoms have formed and begin to combine, biology emerges 
only when life pulls itself together out ofthe chemical soup, and so on. Thus, 
each subsequent level is an emergen t phenomenon that in some sense exceeds 
the previous level. 

The nature of this excess is debatable and may of course vary from level to 
level. It might be like the relation of necessity to freedom or the branching 
relation of one to many, as if, from a single set of physical laws, any number 
of biologies could develop, and from a single set of biological constraints any 
number of social organizations could develop, and from these any number 
of cultures. This proposition just gets stickier the further back one looks: 
how many different kinds of universes might have developed from the big 
bang, and with what kinds of particles, forces, and laws? Einstein phrased 
"this as the question of whether God had any choice in the creation of the 
universe; current physicists speak of how the parameters of fundamental 
physical laws are tuned in our universe (which may be one of an ensemble of 
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universes, a multiverse). Even if it were possible to work backward between 
levels to find the necessary conditions for the emergence of the subsequent 
level, it may not always be possible to work forward to predict what the laws 
of the emergent level will be. One might say that emergent laws must often 
be treated as historical issues; in other words, if there is no general rule—or 
if the rule is too general—we may have to try to ascertain in each case what 
actually happened. 

The word law is etymologically related to the word layer, and there seems 
to be a trace of this relation in the sense of laws as fundamental (and insofar 
as they function as guardians of the levels, scientists can be considered as both 
lawyers and fundamentalists); of course, the attribution of law to the physical 
universe must still be a metaphorical one. Fundamental laws are supposed 
to be inviolable; it doesn't require any effort to obey them because they can't 
be broken. Even so, another way of looking at the absolute constraint of one 
layer on the next higher is in terms of freedom. This is especially easy to see 
at the "higher" levels of organization: even the very constrained biology of 
DNA seems to permit amazing variation among life-forms and multiple 
strategies and definitions of success; human life does not specify what kind 
of culture may thrive. The same foundation, you might say, can as easily 
support a garage or a Gothic cathedral. And when you skip a level or two, 
the relationships seem to get even more tenuous: the laws of physics don't 
seem to care at all whether you're a rock or a rock star, much less whether 
you're Gandhi or Hitler. They operate with perfect equanimity in any case. 
The model seems to produce what is sometimes called a "sausage effect": the 
more constrained at the bottom—the more tightly you squeeze—the more 
the stuffing comes out every which way at the top. 

The ink on this page obeys the laws of physics, as did the synapses of my 
brain and the muscles of my fingers and my keyboard, and so on. They did 
not have to be careful to obey them, nor did they have to struggle against 
them, any more than I had to struggle to keep from floating off my chair. I let 
whatever laws of physics there maybe take care of themselves, and I must have 
operated within them at all times. But at least as currently configured, and as 
Einstein's joke suggests, the laws of physics have no jurisdiction over things 
like love and language as such; they did not (for example) specify the mostly 
subject-verb-object grammar that shaped my sentences (in fact, nowadays, 
they seem quite at odds with it), and they did not care at all for the various 
interdisciplinary negotiations that structured my argument (and in this, I 
fear, they may resemble many of my readers). In other words, at least in this 
formulation, the material dimension of language that obeys the laws of physics 
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is the one that does not count, at least when we are considering textuality as 
such, and the one that counts, the one that means something, flies completely 
under the radar of physics. The problem with this formula is that although 
it seems to allow a lot of freedom to language, it does so only by cutting it 
off from the world. It forecloses the place where everything happens, at the 
many interfaces of words and things and of wordness and thingness. 

When asked if he could refute the philosophical position known as ideal
ism—the doctrine that all matter is merely a manifestation of mind—the 
eighteenth-century writer Dr. Johnson is supposed to have responded word
lessly, by kicking a stone. Gravity is the stone that defenders of scientific re
alism kick: as physicist Alan Sokal said, you can believe what you like about 
gravity or call it whatever you want, but if I throw you out the window, you'll 
be just as dead when you hit the ground. Gravity here is supposed to stand 
for brute fact: the ground, the firm foundation of things. Construing gravity 
as brute fact, entirely independent of what we think of it, suggests also (as 
does Einstein's joke) that the laws of gravity must not constrain thought and 
language, that they must give us at least enough rope to hang ourselves (as 
they say), time enough on the Titanic on the way down to rearrange the deck 
chairs. This construction seems to demand freedom for thought and language 
at the cost of absolute constraint of body: think or say whatever you like (it 
tells us), but gravity will be gravity (whatever that is), and you must still 
fall—as if bodies only fall, straight without squirming or swerving, whereas 
thoughts and words flutter like butterflies in a kaleidoscopic and virtually 
gravityless ether (unless pinned down by truth-seeking scientists). Curiously, 
this too categorical separation of words and things also characterized what 
was supposed to be the nemesis of scientific realism, deconstructionist liter
ary theory. Arch-deconstructionist Paul de Man took his paradigm of irony 
from the nineteenth-century poet Baudelaire's description of the stumble 
and fall of a philosopher, who in the moment of falling finds himself split 
into a "world-bound self (a body subject to gravity) and a kind of "fictional 
self (a consciousness that looks on, as if from above; see Livingston 94); 
for de Man, the model suggested a certain disengagement of literary textu
ality from history (though the deconstructionist tradition has also enabled 
much more activist conceptions as well). Whether practiced by scientists or 
literary theorists, the denial that language is ofthe world (one might say, the 
denial that language is subject to gravity and vice versa) already belongs to 
a moribund paradigm, a dinosaur, fallen but still flailing. 

The difference between "fundamental" base layers and "emergent" su-
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perstructural layers is being split and the playing field leveled a bit not only 
by poststructuralist cultural theorists (which is where the notion of "the 
semiautonomy of base and superstructure" comes from) but also by physi
cists, who now posit that the particles and forces and laws all situated as 
fundamental to our physical universe are themselves emergent phenomena 
no less than the biological life, consciousness, culture, and language built on 
them. And if various kinds of complexity, most notably biological life and 
language, are not unlikely events but probable to a virtual certainty (and of 
a kind with the underlying complexity of physics), and in addition if the 
specific parameters ofa particular base turn out not to be necessary to sup
port "higher" levels, the hierarchy/branching model is undermined further. 
One could say that such a universe wants life and language like bodies want 
to fall when pushed out of windows. In the ultimate case, if life or language 
could arise in another universe possessed of a certain minimal complexity 
but with different particles and forces, this would seem to make life and lan
guage in some sense more fundamental than any particular set of particles, 
forces, or laws. Since there is no such thing as a metauniversal perspective, 
this ultimate case ofthe semiautonomy of bases and superstructures must be 
deferred in favor of potentially observable instances that occupy the borders 
between science and science fiction: Is carbon the only element that has the 
chemistry to support life, or could non-carbon-based life-forms have evolved 
elsewhere? How similar would the courses of evolution be from one planet 
to another? Or, to keep it closer to home, to what extent has the course of 
evolution on earth beeninevitable, how radically could it have differed, and 
how radically can it differ, that is, what is the range of possible futures? With 
a different chemical or genetic structure and a radically different environ
ment and history, is it possible that any kind of meaningful intercourse could 
take place between life-forms? Would any kind of translation be possible, 
or, more fundamentally, would we even be able to recognize each other's 
languages as languages, or even to recognize each other as life-forms at all? 
How universal will any given characteristics of life or of language and culture 
turn out to be? Is it possible that higher-level organizations (for example, the 
human brain) could be transferred to some future race of machines, or are 
they necessarily dependent on their biological bases? Can machines them
selves be made to think or to evolve to think? If self-organization is deeper 
than life itself and shows a certain indifference to what it organizes (works 
with whatever comes to hand), could there be subatomic life-forms or liv
ing creatures the size of galaxies? Is the earth a living creature? Is language 
a virus? Is the universe alive? 
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These scenarios all tend to undermine the model of branching and the 
idea that the higher levels are freer and more plural, making it seem more 
like any one of multiple "lower" levels may tend to converge on a "higher" 
level, or to further braid the levels back onto each other. And note that; the 
very modern and postmodern idea of the radical incommensurability of 
cultures is altered as well, not by falling back on the old claim that cultures 
are very different elaborations ofthe same universal values and needs, but 
by suggesting that what is called incommensurability marks a certain level 
of difference and complexity at work within as well as between cultures. In 
other words, cultures are not like branchings out from a single trunk but like 
complex fractal braidings, networks. 

Could something like chaos or complexity theory integrate the levels, dis
placing the artificiality or semiarbitrarity by which various kinds of knowl
edge are separated as realms of investigation from others? Will life and cul
ture and the universe all be sucked into some GUT (grand unified theory) 
or balanced on some TOE (theory of everything)? Will scientists realize the 
reductionist dream of a theory so deep, so fundamental, that it could be 
articulated in a simple algorithm that you could crank through a computer 
and watch it produce a little big bang, atoms, gravity, minigalaxies, planets, 
creatures, cultures, and finally, on the seventh day, the theory itself? 

You have to think about where these questions are coming from before you 
can address them. The search for a unified single theory is itself an artifact 
of the depth/hierarchy model and the reductionism that goes along with it; 
the model is explicit in Kauffman's assertion that self-organization is "even 
deeper than the specific chemistry that happens to exist on earth; it is rooted 
in mathematics itself (Home 60; see discussion in chapter 13). The dream 
of unification preserves the hierarchy in several related ways: by dreaming 
that specific laws or principles could be crowned Emperor of Everything, 
by subordinating matter to abstract principle (for instance, mathematics) 
in the first place, and by making the universe a progressive manifestation or 
embodiment ofthe principle in a way that makes it easy to imagine a series of 
levels or branchings. Finally and maybe most important, the story of evolv
ing complexity is the consequence of reductionism: if you demand a simple 
explanation to start with, it's pretty much guaranteed that the trajectory of 
your story is going to have to be one of increasing complexity. 

But to the extent that a single metatheory could become Emperor of Ev
erything, wouldn't it have to be more plural than the elegant simplicity that, 
apparently, was unqualified for the job? And furthermore, if such a theory 
were able to put complexity at the bottom and beginning of things instead 
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of just at the top and climax, would this lead to more theoretical variation 
(as in the form of more semiautonomous disciplinary formations) or less 
(by making all knowledge branches of complexity studies), that is, would it 
make knowledge more democratic or more autocratic? Or to put it in terms 
of the catastrophic expectations of discipline-bound knowledge workers, 
would some fantasy metatheory put scientists in charge ofthe humanities? 
Or could it make physics and poetics sister subfields (note to self: ask for 
raise)? In fact, even partial permutations of these scenarios would have to 
involve fundamental changes in all of the fields involved. 

In any case, in order to try to assess these various speculations, you have 
to take one more step back to look at the social, economic, political, and his
torical affiliations of the reductionist paradigm in question. In other words, 
whatever happens, we can be pretty confident that, just as in the past, the 
future of scientific paradigms will be linked to the social, economic, political, 
and technological future. Though this future may be no easier to predict in 
itself, the certainty that these uncertainties will be resonantly linked is a piece 
of positive knowledge that may well have consequences for shaping each. 

To begin, in hyperschematic terms (and here comes the one-paragraph 
version of what should be ten books), the stratified model is an artifact ofa 
stratified society. The emblem of such a society and its cosmos in the Renais
sance was the hierarchy of hierarchies known as the Great Chain of Being, 
and even by about 1700, the still solid ground at the base of the social order 
had a fitting emblem in the fundamental particles of Newton, those comfort
ingly hard and indivisible atoms at the bottom of everything. The cash nexus 
of capitalism on the rise in the eighteenth century dissolved more rigid and 
quasi-feudal social and economic relations, making the use value of things 
subordinate to their exchange value in circulation (making things more like 
money, more liquid), bringing a dynamism and ongoing "creative destruc
tion" in which it seems, as Marx put it, that "all that is solid melts into air." 
The universal referencing of circulating paper money to gold (that is, to actual 
bars of gold stashed away) constantly reinforced the ideal ofthe referentiality 
of words to things even as it moved toward self-referential closure. At the 
same time, science updated the physical world: the newly volatile universe of 
thermodynamics was on the rise, just as the theory of evolution swept away 
the static classes of creatures (supposed to have existed since creation) and 
replaced them with a dynamic—but still hierarchical—Victorian progressiv-
ism. In the story ofthe upward climb of evolution against a thermodynamic 
universe of ever increasing disorder can be found the white bourgeoisie's 
universalized account of its own progress. Unfortunately, then, modernity 
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did not level the playing field. Because the systematic subordinations at the 
heart of Western modernity (slavery and then colonialism, proletarianiza
tion and the mechanization of working-class labor, various practices of white 
supremacy, heteronormativity, and the suppression of women—along with 
the more abstract hierarchized binaries of bodies and minds, things and 
words, nature and culture) are not given as such, they must be dynamically 
and multidimensionally reproduced, and in the process they are both more 
stable and more vulnerable to being put off balance. Fast-forward to the 
twentieth century, when pyramidally structured (vertically integrated) mo
nopolistic corporations rise and fall and sprawl into horizontally interaffili-
ated and outsourced networks, when Newton's once comfortingly hard and 
indivisible atoms, having already been shattered into bits and the bits into 
dancing probabilistic clouds, are further dematerialized into virtual "spin 
networks" of pure relationality (see Smolin, Three 125-45, and below), while 
paper and paper money give way to their more volatile and virtual electronic 
forms, and the gold standard to floating currencies self-referentially valued 
only in relation to each other, the medium for still more turbulent flows of 
transnational capital, and welcome to the brave new world of postmodernity, 
where all the fluidities and levelings of the playing field and the toppling of 
monolithic hierarchies have grotesquely compounded power and economic 
differentials and microbrewed virulent new strains of backlashings, fascisms, 
genocides. 

Will globalization lead to a more democratic or a more autocratic world? 
Just as capitalism and modernity brought new liberations and oppressions, 
it is clear that the answer is—yes. It becomes very easy to predict that nature/ 
culture distinctions will shift and even blur increasingly, but not to produce 
a single unified theory of everything in the old sense, the sense of a Final 
Solution, but to produce a hybrid and heterogeneous empire of knowledge 
that is nonetheless an empire. Call it the Regime on the Edge of Chaos. 

ASIDE 
The Pyramid, the Orbit, and the Dichotomy. A long time ago, during the last 
episteme and the last millennium, when I was in high school and college, I started 
noticing that the diagrams on the blackboard in all of my classes seemed to be 
either multilevel pyramids, concentric rings, or dichotomous pairings. In humani
ties classes they might be labeled "the individual" and "society" and so forth, 
whereas in science classes they might be the energy states of an electron. I used 
to think that the overuse of these simple diagrams was because teachers were 
bad artists, but now I think it also has to do with the way hierarchical thinking 
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keeps generating the same limited repertoire of basic models, the way it situates 
these kinds of models as basic. It's not hard to predict that networklike models 
(which are really not intrinsically harder to draw) will be taking up more and more 
blackboard space in the days to come. 

Certainly, the sciences themselves will continue to be reconstellated as 
they evolve. Since (for example) the current laws of thermodynamics tell us 
why things must die, but not why they live, which has been the province of 
biology, might the laws of thermodynamics actually get changed by theories 
of complexity and self-organization so as to cover more territory, to account 
for the ways the universe wants complexity? Or will the dimension of their 
operation be displaced and relativized, much as Newtonian gravity has had 
to make way for Einsteinian gravity and quantum gravity? Similar kinds of 
questions apply to the relations between the sciences and humanities and 
to potential reorganizations of knowledge and language itself. And if you'll 
excuse me for spinning out a science fiction scenario that only a cultural 
theorist could love (don't worry; we'll get back to some harder science in a 
moment), as theorizing in physics and self-organization continues to press 
up against the subject-verb-object structure of language that continues to 
situate it as radically counterintuitive, could such theories—not by direct 
application, of course, but in conjunction with all of the shifting economic, 
social, and ideological circuitry that sustains them—begin to rewire the sub
ject-verb-object structure of language itself, so that (for example) all parts 
of speech would become the participles that these theories tell us they are 
or so that an intermediate form between singular and plural would arise in 
recognition ofthe someness of all constellated entities? Change so fundamen
tal is hard to imagine, so in the shorter term, anyway, it seems much more 
likely that such rearticulations would happen not primarily in basic gram
mar but in other dimensions of language (as they have happened repeatedly 
in the past), such as by changing the kinds of metaphors we use (rhetoric) 
or the ways that various discourses are articulated with each other (such as 
disciplinarity). Perhaps this rewiring would take place precisely to bypass 
grammar as such, to allow it to go on pretty much as before. In any case (and 
here is an insight that persists amid such wildly speculative ambiguity), the 
location and meaning of such change would have to be sought not in any 
one dimension but in how the dimensions in which such rewirings and re-
constellations occur are articulated together. It is easiest to understand this 
question in terms of fractal and spatial metaphors of scale and structure: 
how are large-scale structures (disciplines and ideologies) linked to middle-
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range structures (genres and styles, imagery, rhetoric) and to the smallest 
and most ubiquitous structures (of grammar)? 

After spinning out into such a network of wild speculations, where what
ever insights can be gained must coexist with thoroughgoing ignorance, it 
would be nice to be able to return to physics and the question of gravity for 
some resolution and scientific solidity. But from the physics side, too, one of 
the most ironic things about the appeal to gravity as common sense is that, 
far from being a simple fact, gravity has been for at least a century one ofthe 
.most recalcitrant mysteries of physics. Is gravity a sibling or a cousin or even 
a parent to the other basic forces ofthe cosmos? Does it operate via waves or 
particles or both? Can it be adequately described as the curvature of space 
dtself, as a network of higher-dimensional strings embedded in three-dimen
sional space, or as the looping of a spin matrix, a kind of pixilated foam? 
These are more than technical quibbles; at stake in these questions is all of 
what gravity is, how it works, how it relates to other things. Those elegant 
orbits, the artifacts of Newton's spectacular success with defining the laws 
of gravity, have turned out to be the open lids of so many cans of worms; 
in fact, current string theories and quantum-loop theories of gravity really 
do make the gravitational universe into so many open cans of worms. How 
can we reconcile our ignorance with the progressivist idea of an expanding 
circle of knowledge, a human campfire lighting a bigger and bigger space 
for us under the dark sky, when we look closer and see that dark shadows 
dance and play even within our little circle, that the very flames are streaked 
with darkness? It is hard to know exactly how to put it: should we say that 
we seem to have confined our ignorance into smaller and smaller spaces, but 
we still have no clue at all what we have in there? 

And here's the punch line: surprising as it may sound at first, theories of 
gravity have actually come to be something like theories of how ignorance is 
distributed, woven at the smallest scale through the fabric of space-time. Lee 
Smolin's 2001 account ofthe current state of theorizing about gravity, Three 
Roads to Quantum Gravity, describes three variously related ways physicists 
are attempting to theorize gravity, ways that may work to unify fundamental 
theories in physics. Although Smolin explores some ofthe major differences 
among the theories, he emphasizes ways that they may converge, especially 
via a shared paradigm of "fractal spacetime" comprising "a network of in
teracting loops" (124). One crux of current theories is the notion known as 
Beckenstein's Bound (first proposed by physicist Jacob Beckenstein in the 
1970s), "the idea that there is an absolute limit to information which requires 
each region of space to contain at most a certain finite amount of informa-
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tion" (Smolin 105). This notion has led to the striking conclusion that space 
is not uniform at the smallest level but grainy—pixilated, something like a 
video screen (or a bubbly foam). Physicist Louis Crane has further deduced 
from the same principle "that quantum cosmology must be a theory of the 
information exchanged between subsystems of the universe, rather than a 
theory of how the universe would look to an outside observer" (Smolin 175), 
making the universe a self-organizing system along the lines of Henri Atlan's 
1972 theorizing of biological self-organization based on "transmission be
tween substructures" that builds on "ambiguity or equivocation" (258-59). 
Especially since the notion ofa transcendent perspective has been a kind of 
epistemological cornerstone (at least as an ideal), its removal changes ev
erything; it redistributes ignorance and knowledge horizontally (like paving 
a road with the stones of a fallen tower); or to put it another way, it reveals 
that the division of the world into things and thoughts/words about things 
(that is, a transcendentally perspectival consciousness) is a false one. At the 
smallest level, as Smolin puts it, the theory posits that 

all that there exists in the world are Screens, on which the world is represented. 
That is, it does not posit that there are two things, bulky things, and images 
or representations of them on their surfaces. It posits that there is only one 
kind of thing—representations by which one set of events in the history of 
the universe receives information about other parts of the world. In such a 
world, nothing exists except processes by which information is conveyed from 
one part ofthe world to another. (177) 

Thus (and here is the most succinct statement ofthe relational model), "the 
world must be a network of holograms, each of which contains coded within it 
information about the relationships between the others" and, thus, "any element 
in the network is nothing but a partial realization ofthe relationships between 
the other elements" (178; emphasis added). This model bears a striking re
semblance to the "school of mirrors" model I proposed in 1997, except I was 
talking not about quantum gravity but about psychosocial identity formation 
in postmodern culture. My model described 

a set of voluptuous mirrors arranged, like a school offish, so that each reflects 
and distorts the others, where nothing is reflected (no "content") but the 
positions of the mirrors with respect to each other. Players function in the 
system to the extent that they reflect and distort, by virtue of their differen
tial position, the other mirrors, but no one mirror is positioned to present a 
totalized and undistorted picture; one looks to others to find images of one
self amid images of others. This figure, a school of mirrors, is more suited to 
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the mobile and multiple interrelations that characterize postmodern power 
and knowledge. (27) 

I am certainly not claiming that Smolin was influenced by my book (which 
I'm pretty sure he hadn't read). He was drawing on versions of the holo
graphic principle proposed by other physicists, beginning in 1993, in articles 
that I, in turn, had never encountered. Nor do I want to claim any particular 
originality for my version ofthe "school of mirrors" model, which was one 
attempt to visualize and correlate various already extant features of post-
structuralist theory in the humanities (for example, Lacan's "mirror stage" 
and Baudrillard's "precession of simulacra"). In other words, I was trying 
to do for cultural theory exactly what Smolin would come to do for theories 
of gravity—to promote models that bring together some of the major fea
tures of various theories in our respective fields—and we converged, from 
physics and cultural studies, on the same metamirroring model. This is the 
convergence I have come to understand as part ofa long-term epistemologi
cal event that can be called the Return to Resemblance. 

In any case, Smolin's quantum universe—a fundamentally dynamic and 
distributed network of information traffic with no transcendent perspective, 
an interrelational and self-organizing synaptic web that splits the difference 
between virtual and real space—bears an uncanny resemblance to various 
already extant theories of postmodern economy, society, culture. This resem
blance supports precisely the claim that Alan Sokal tried to discredit: quan
tum gravity really does seem to be "an archetypal postmodernist science" 
(227). The resemblance is only uncanny as long as the nature/culture divide 
still troubles you so much. You could try to argue (rather desperately) that 
Smolin is simply using the coin of the realm, the current idiom, to express 
to contemporary people in a language they will understand theories that 
might well be described in other terms. The fact that the theoretical features 
in question are not incidental but the definitive aspects ofthe theory would 
not be the only problem with such a dismissal. The holographic principle 
is not just a model but a model of modeling—and as such, it not just rejects 
the content of the dismissal but also refuses its terms at a very fundamental 
level, by rejecting the notion of deeply underlying things being merely ex
pressed or represented on surfaces in favor of virtual things constituted by 
the information traffic that sustains them. 

One especially compelling version ofthe seventeenth- and eighteenth-cen
tury Doctrine of Resemblance that the contemporary convergence recycles 
can be found in the philosophical works of Leibniz, to whose works I came 
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belatedly—and found Smolin and others already there. When one of the 
readers of my 1997 book told me I was reinventing Leibniz without know
ing it, I started to read Leibniz and saw what my reader had meant, and I 
started to see the larger epistemological significance of this reinvention. This 
was confirmed by another otherwise uncanny synchronicity. In 1998, on a 
conference panel concerned in part with relations between the sciences and 
humanities, I was scheduled to present a paper following Smolin, whom I 
had never met. Imagine my surprise when he began his paper with the same 
short excerpt from Leibniz's 1714 treatise, The Monadology, that I had selected 
as the epigraph for my paper! What does it mean when a physicist and a liter
ary theorist show up at a party accessorized with the very same excerpt from 
the same eighteenth-century philosopher? Leibniz stock rising. Big shift in 
epistemological fashion in progress. Difference is out, Resemblance back in. 
Stay tuned. 

Here is the Leibniz account of metamirroring that we had both selected: 

Now this interlinkage or accommodation of all created things to each other, 
and of each to all the others, brings it about that each simple substance has 
relations that express all the others, and consequendy is a living mirror of 
the universe. 

And this is the way to obtain as much variety as possible, but combined with 
the greatest possible order.... 

Every bit of matter can be conceived as a garden full of plants or a pond full 
of fish. But each branch of the plant, each member of the animal, each drop 
of its bodily fluids, is also such a garden or such a pond. (26,28) 

As a highly aestheticized version of ecological relationality and difference, 
this mirroring seems so groovy—so fractal, so holographic and kaleidoscopic 
(please cue the appropriately trippy music track in your mind)—that it is 
hard to keep in mind that for Leibniz such order was not an emergent phe
nomenon but programmed by an absolute god (cue "Hail to the Chief," 
crescendo) who produced the best of all possible worlds, whose earthly repre
sentative was an absolute monarch, and so on down the line in the patriarchal 
hierarchy of hierarchies. What might have seemed at first (to a current reader 
of Leibniz anyway) like a radical multiplicity turns out to be an even more 
thoroughgoing unity. As I have said, if in some sense what has been going on 
ever since Leibniz is a series of horizontalizations, which has produced new 
and more dynamic subordinations as well as liberations, then the old vertical 
chain of being, recycled as a horizontal network of networks, holds us more 
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tightly than ever. And just as Leibniz was an ideologue for absolute monar
chy as well as the inventor of a new kind of mathematics, the mathematics 
of chaos and complexity come with new forms of sovereignty, identity, and 
collectivity. 



2 1 

Q u e e r i n a Q u e e r W o r l d 

[A]ny rich system tends to function through an interchange between 
what is inside and what is outside the system ... and there are always 

certain elements... which are undecidable as to whether 
they are inside or outside—often, though not always, 

those parts that encourage definition and revision. 
—Samuel R. Delany, Return to Neveryon 

Samuel Delan/s science fiction story "The Star Pit," written in 1965, 
traces intricately orchestrated dynamics of love, dependency, and entrap
ment; the story also features a series of figures of model ecological systems 
("ecologaria") that reflect on such orchestrations. When he wrote the story, 
Delany had just read Frank Herbert's Dune, the 1965 novel that thematized 
ecology as world making in a way that installed it at the heart of the project 
of science fiction. But Delany's story also plays out an alternative to the ro
manticized wholism characteristic of ecology in the 1960s, an alternative still 
salutary in counteracting the formalizing, idealizing, and totalizing tenden
cies that continue to be definitive for theories of self-organizing systems 
and autopoiesis. 

There is another feature that overdetermines this story for consideration 
here. In 1988, Delany wrote a memoir about the 1960s and the New York mi
lieu out of which "The Star Pit" and other stories and novels were written: 
The Motion of Light in Water, subtitled "Sex and Science Fiction Writing in 
the East Village." The memoir is interwoven with reveries about the shifty 
relations of desire and history, relations that constitute and compromise the 
truth of every narrative. These reflections occur as philosophical asides as 
well as in the memoir's repeated images of shifting columns of text and of 
dancing networks of light and shadow, as posited in its title. 

It is hard for an inveterate reflexivist like me to resist adding another genre 
to a memoir that reflects on its own reflection and on a story that models 
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modeling and self-organizing systems. Although no author ever preempted 
critical commentary by building in loops upon loops of self-reflection, no 
critic, entering this house of mirrors, should presume to offer the privileged 
metareflection, the God's-eye view, only relatively different discursive and 
historical perspectives and connections. Of course, the model of adding 
privileged reflection to what is, by contrast, relatively unself-reflexive, is re^ 
lated to a whole series of oppressive otherings: smart words and dumb things, 
mental and menial labor, anthropologists and primitives, and so on. So if 
all one can do is add loops on loops, what is to be gained? Well, for a start, 
the process seems already to have generated a brilliant story and memoir. 
So could the critic, merely by adding more loops, bring about some further 
kind of qualitative shift, so that, eventually, future generations will be made 
to read the text in question as a kind of bible, weaving it into the fabric of 
their thoughts and language? This grandiose scenario describes only a little 
hyperbolically the process of high-cultural canonization a la Shakespeare, 
Cervantes, and so on. If I have to, I'll settle for that, but I'm really attempting 
something a bit more quixotic, and I'm hoping the high degree of difficulty 
will help compensate for how far short this falls (and I can at least guarantee 
a couple of twisting backflips on the way): I would like to install Delany's 
texts at the intersection of cultural studies and theoretical biology. 

Short of that, in the process of toggling back and forth between story and 
memoir and exploring the algorithms at play to produce each, I hope to 
triangulate between two opposed but complementary models figured and 
enacted by each text: the three neady self-enclosed "ecologaria" embedded in 
the neatly self-enclosing story and the shifty, indeterminately multiple net
works weaving through the sprawling memoir. What should emerge, if I am 
successful, is a model of self-organization that is both abjectly, sprawlingly, 
plurally open and neady, circularly, singularly closed, and future generations 
of biologists and literary theorists will—together—read Delany and me in 
their autopoetics classes. Okay, are you ready? Then let's begin. 

At the time ofthe story's composition, Delany could be described as a gay 
African American science fiction writer living in New York's East Village with 
his wife, the poet Marilyn Hacker (a Jewish woman and, like Delany, a New 
Yorker), and their mutual lover, a white southern drifter identified only as 
Bob in the memoir. Of course, this bald and identitarian sketch belies the 
plural complexity of each of the identities at play and thus is especially in
appropriate for Delany, who was never an identitarian (and he wasn't bald, 
either). Even so, one might begin most crudely by asking if the writer cre
ated some kind of science-fictionalized version of his life and of gay people, 
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black people, threesomes, interracial relationships, Jews, southerners, writers, 
New Yorkers. This seems rather like the task proposed to the reader of the 
later children's picture-book series Where's Waldo? in which the child is sup
posed to locate the telltale features of the title character, who is represented 
many times over amid teeming crowds of people. Such a naive strategy has 
the virtue of beginning to show how Delany thwarted this kind of represen-
tationalism—although the children's book's tactics of multiplication and 
distribution and even one-to-one correspondence are among his bag of tricks 
(and as it happens, we will also find in Delany's story a "waldo" that has a 
lot to do with the theme of multiplication of self). And by the way, it is also 
fun to do the thing I was taught that literary critics and theorists must not 
do (close readings, especially ones that start by treating literature as coded 
autobiography) and to avoid the thing I was taught I must do (historicize 
literature according to the time in which it was produced) and to find, in 
the process, that I don't have to fight all the same battles my teachers fought 
(thanks—and no thanks—to them). Far from prematurely shutting down 
interpretation by nailing down fiction to personal facts, such a reading can 
open the text up to indeterminacy and history in a way that tries to make 
its opennesses resonate with our own, making it a resource for a more open 
future rather than the fixture of a closed past. 

By starting with and progressively revising the crude realism that is so 
clearly the wrong answer about how the texts in question work, we approach 
that "science fictional notion" Delany later called a "Modular Calculus": 
something like "a set of algorithms" by which representations and descrip
tions could be incarnated into working models, or more whimsically a kind 
of "Finagle Factor," an "illusive constant sought by all researchers, by which 
the wrong answer is adjusted to get the right one" (Return 284-85). 

In the simplest sense, the constant adjustment we must make is complica
tion, the adding of more loops like the ones that made the story and memoir 
in the first place, and in so doing, though we must fail to achieve an exhaustive 
model of the workings of the texts, we will just as surely generate a descrip
tion ofthe operation of textuality that is itself a working text. We will find that 
Delany's bag of tricks includes a range of correspondences and doublings, 
direct translations, displacements, redistributions, distortions, inventions, 
each of which also show striking internal variation. In other words, what 
we find is not a single algorithm that takes real life and science fictionalizes 
it, but an array of algorithms that, like an evolving ecology, seems driven to 
probe all conceivable strategies as it makes a world. A single strategy like re
alism, if it were possible, could not yield the ring of truth (in fact it couldn't 
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even get the writer out of bed), but realism is necessarily one of an array of 
algorithms whose variety and interrelations are what give the story its texture 
and complexity and make it like a living thing. I have already explained the 
general theoretical claim I want to make for such likenesses (see chapter 3), 
but here it is sufficient to say again that this complexity makes the texts in 
question work as models of complex systems. 

Beginning by using the rough identity markers of our thumbnail sketch 
and searching the story for representations of the author yields a series of 
teasing likenesses that are also more or less radically unlike. The narrator, 
Vyme, is dark skinned, but racial difference as such figures not at all in the 
Story. Vyme had been a New Yorker, as a child anyway, but Vyme's New 
York was a claustrophobic constraint he couldn't wait to leave, making it 
practically the opposite of Delany's. Star-pit, the distant galactic outpost 
where Vyme ends up, most resembles Delany's East Village in an arbitrary 
detail: its streets are named alphabetically (Calle G, J, and X are mentioned, 
as compared with Avenue A, B, and C of New York's East Village). There 
are two almost-writers in the story, but they are conspicuously like and un
like Delany: Vyme's substitute son, Ratlit (who cannot read or write), once 
dictated, but only as a passing diversion, what became a popular novel, and 
Vyme's friend Sandy, a starship mechanic, once "tried to write a trilogy" 
but failed. The new dominant family structure proposed in the story seems 
like it might correspond roughly to Delany's threesome, but the kibbutzlike, 
multiple-parent "proke groups" ofthe story are geared toward procreation, 
as the name denotes, and in spite ofthe love that binds members of groups 
variously to each other, there is hardly a suggestion of the same-sex erotics 
that are the primary organizing principle for Delany. And though the story 
features a variety of strong and interesting male-male relationships (mainly 
along a father/son axis), what may be the most openly gay moment of the 
story is also the most equivocal of all: ft comes when Poloscki, a minor char
acter who runs the neighboring starship repair shop, propositions—and 
actually proposes marriage—to Vyme. Vyme demurs, but it is only in the 
course of this exchange (near the end of the story) that Delany first uses a 
gender-specific pronoun for Poloscki and the reader realizes that she is fe
male. Thus, Delany slyly shifts the responsibility for reading the encounter as 
homosexual to readers who will have assumed that the owner ofa mechanic 
shop would be male: it's a nice trick and set up subtly enough so that readers 
will be inclined to think they have just.missed the gender cues; only a careful 
rereading of the story confirms that no pronouns or other gender-specific 
references to Poloscki appear before the scene in question. 
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The hegemony of white heteronormativity would have made it very dif
ficult or impossible for Delany, in 1965, prominently to feature openly gay 
characters—much less interracial threesomes— and have a chance at making 
a living publishing popular science fiction. As he put it (rather differently) 
in his memoir: "To write a science fiction novel about some people who 
loved each other and shared their bodies, all three, was something I wasn't 
prepared to do—yet" (Motion 404), even though he managed to weave two 
more or less discreet threesomes into the novel he was also writing at the 
time, Babel 17. But the identity tease and distortions—the commitment to 
perversity—go well beyond disguising or suppressing sensitive material: the 
shifting networks of shadow and light are also where the marks of an enforced 
silence intersect with the creative hallmarks of science fiction. The realistic 
antirealism of science fiction becomes a critical resource for queer politics 
in the making, since for both the challenge is not only to "come out" but 
also to renegotiate the terms of identity by which one might do so, not only 
to make a choice but also to try to remake and even refuse the consequences 
and necessity of choosing in the first place. 

The story's narrator, Vyme, runs a starship repair shop at Star-pit, on 
the edge of the galaxy. The repair-shop milieu seems to have been inspired 
by an actual event, recorded in the memoir: an ex-lover of Delany's "hired 
Bob and me to work for a weekend with him on his transmission in a Jersey 
garage, where, on tracks across the girdered ceiling, a great grapple could be 
maneuvered by a remote-control box, like the waldos in the SF stories I'd 
read as a boy" (Motion 409). It might be better to say that it was not just the 
actual event as such but its resemblance to already extant science fiction that 
made it so compelling for Delany; in any case, the reflexive loop doesn't end 
there, since it is also the waldo's capacity for reflexive agency (see below) that 
makes it important for the story. 

Star-pit is as far out in the galaxy as Vyme can travel. Like most humans, he 
couldn't survive the reality shift that induces insanity, then neural shutdown 
and death, beyond the galactic rim. Only the few humans known as golden 
can survive intergalactic travel, protected by a rare genetic and hormonal 
anomaly—and by their psychotic personalities, which are often artificially 
induced and managed by psychotechnicians. After being identified by medical 
screenings, golden are trained for their obligatory vocation as intergalactic 
procurers of alien technologies, weapons, and drugs. They live as a breed apart, 
regarded as narcissistic and antisocial, resented by galaxy-bound humans. 

The golden constitute the story's most conspicuous science fictional in
vention—its novum (as the sci-fi people say). In other words, the lack of a 
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completely satisfactory way of anchoring the golden to something familiar 
is what makes them anchors ofthe story's generic status as science fiction. It 
is significant that they seem to be positioned (in several ways) as analogues 
to writers and to gay men in particular, but it is no less important that they 
exceed discrete identity boundaries much as the golden themselves cross 
otherwise impassable spatial boundaries. At any rate, the complex cross-
mappings of identity, real space, and imaginary space (both in the story and 
between story and memoir) enable us to sketch a correspondence to Delany's 
assertion that he was not prepared, at the time, to tell his story explicitly: 
Vyme is as far "out" as he can go, and although he loves and alternately envies 
or admires the golden, he lacks the combination of strength and pathology 
(the hardness, one might say) it would take to follow their lead. But this does 
not reduce the golden to a coded representation of openly gay people; one 
might also say more inclusively that the golden resemble people who, for 
whatever reason, don't quite belong, who are driven to be crossers of cul
tures, of races, of genders, who (in spite of their common lot) do not quite 
cohere (or rather, at least for the time being, ate prevented from cohering) 
into a community or a class as such. This kind of anti-identity strategy runs 
the risk of individualizing and depoliticizing the golden into romanticized 
misfits, making the story merely a personal psychological resource for such 
identifications—although insofar as the personal is political, there is not 
necessarily much ofa loss of progressive possibility even in this (depending 
on how ambitious you are about what kinds of ideological work you think 
can and cannot be done in fiction). 

The story's novum performs a critical distortion that revises received no
tions of both individual and class identity, nurturing the desire for politi
cal organizing principles beyond reductive identity insofar as it prompts a 
reader to wonder (even in a prepolitical or yet-to-be articulated way) in what 
capacity the golden speak to and for me and to or for other queer people; ex
ploited, displaced, and diasporic workers; culture crossers; ethnic minorities 
(as enforced culture crossers); writers. This works only insofar as it remains a 
question and thus only if it runs the risk of missing its mark, especially since 
what it questions is how people are marked in the first place. In all of this 
the golden work as what Kobena Mercer has called a counterfetish: a ritual 
image or figure (often a mask) that hides or safeguards identity from being 
reduced to a discrete thing, especially (I would add) in environments where 
identity itself is not allowed itself to be a counterfetish. 

Vyme has come to the Star-pit after abandoning his proke group for good 
after many long absences and drunken returns; Delany seems here to have 
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largely transposed onto Vyme the story of Bob and his extended family. 
Vyme has since heard that his beloved son, Antoni, has been killed, along 
with Antoni's mother and many of his other parents, in an interplanetary 
war. Surprisingly, this detail (structurally important since it contributes to 
Vyme's drive to find surrogate sons) seems to derive not from Bob but from 
a story told to Delany by a man he encountered when he first experimented 
with sex outside the threesome. As Delany describes it in the memoir, a 
photo in the man's apartment depicted his wife, their male lover, and their 
two kids, all of whom had died in a car accident. Delany remembers that he 
refrained from telling the man about his own threesome because "the cor
respondences were great enough so that he probably wouldn't believe me, 
and would just think I was putting him on—or crazy" (Motion 401). None
theless, the discovery of these correspondences was important for Delany, 
as the revelation of shared experience can often be an important weapon 
against the social isolation and cultural silence that work to alienate sexual 
minorities and others in alternative relationships and families: "Again I'd 
encountered this strange doubling—a doubling that had taken what I'd 
never thought to be other than my personal situation and changed it into a 
socially shared one" (402). 

The magic of this discovery—the "synchronicity" of it—may be in pro
portion to the thoroughness ofthe dominant denial that makes the experi
ence in question seem unintelligible, unspeakable, impossible. But in 1988, 
two weeks after first writing the account for his memoir, Delany wonders 
"if I haven't wholly misremembered a goodly part? It seems to me now that 
I must have told the guy about Bob and Marilyn; and that we discussed the 
matter with an easy complicity" (402). Perhaps, Delany reflects, it was really 
his reluctance to tell Bob and Marilyn about the man that his memory has 
transposed into a reluctance to tell the man about Bob and Marilyn. This 
changes things, making the threesome easily speakable in a context of male 
sexual privilege (at least in the mode of swapping stories) and making the 
casual encounter between men exemplary of this privilege rather than the 
site of enforced silence, whereas Delany's reluctance to tell Marilyn and Bob 
of the encounter would have tended to situate the ongoing threesome—es
pecially insofar as it involves a woman—as something more like an op
pressively straight marriage, a high-maintenance and infidelity-intolerant 
institution. This tendency seems also to situate the story's proke groups as 
loving but claustrophobic sites for ambivalent, restless men. In any case, the 
strange real-life correspondence between Delany and-the man, along with 
the strangely hard-to-locate difficulty of representing it as such, reveals an-
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other dimension in the shell game of sociosexual identity already observed 
in operation between memoir and story. 

Although it is the story of Sandy (Vyme's employee) that most resembles 
Bob's, this doubling is also doubled within the story, since the outlines of 
Sandy's story also correspond roughly to Vyme's: as with Vyme, an ongoing 
struggle between domestic love and restlessness has brought Sandy to the 
Star-pit. He had intended to work for Vyme as a mechanic until he could 
return to his procreation group, but he gets a letter from one of his husbands, 
telling him the group does not want him back. Drunk and despairing, he 
attempts suicide but is stopped by Vyme. In the memoir, we discover that 
the letter incident derives from a real letter Bob got from his stepmother, 
who had been taking care of Bob's daughter and three stepsons. The manner 
of Sandy's suicide attempt in the story is also taken directly from a fantasy 
of Bob's: upon hearing how a "waldo" works, Bob had imagined crushing 
oneself to death with one: "'If I'd a had one, that's what I'd a done the night 
I got that letter from home'" (410). As a kind of cyborg prosthesis that both 
amplifies and can be turned back destructively against the self, the "waldo" 
seems to function much as the characters in a story function for its author 
and readers, or indeed as science fictional worlds in relation to their worlds 
of origin. 

In the memoir, Delany explains how he produced Sandy's letter from 
Bob's: "I put Bob's letter on the green metal wing of the typing stand and, 
sentence by sentence, translated it into the text of my story. I worked on that 
section half a day; thus twenty-two years on, with the story text beside me, it 
is fairly easy to retranslate it" (Motion 407-8). By this device Delany includes 
more or less direct translation (or maybe it is clearer to call it transposition) 
in the array of algorithms by which the story is generated, enabling the story 
to function not only as critique but also as coded archive. Here fact and fic
tion are allowed to correspond literally—that is, to the letter—at a point as 
crucial as the correspondence of Star-pit's transposed letter names to East 
Village avenues was arbitrary. 

If Delany's reconstructed version ofthe original letter can be trusted (since 
it is, in any case, the transposition of a transposition), what he seems to have 
taken most care to reproduce for the story are those aspects ofthe letter most 
likely to be outside his own stylistic repertoire: its southern, white, rural, or 
working-class inflections and the-awkwardness and abruptness that make it 
seem like the product of someone not used to writing. In other words, it is 
not only that the orchestrated differences of multiple voices give fiction its 
pleasingly nubbly texture but also its bordering on otherness that gives it real 
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traction, where difference from others and difference from self engage. The 
use of the actual letter ritually enacts this bordering, this withness. 

Ratlit and Alegra, the two doomed teenagers Vyme befriends, are driven 
by even more intense conflicts between claustrophobic entrapment and reck
less longing and nonbelonging. By the inclusion of these extreme versions 
ofthe conflicts that also shape Vyme and Sandy, the story seems to play out 
the enduring theme-and-variations algorithm of nineteenth-century natu
ralism at its most Darwinian (and by the way, naturalism here is the name 
given to a literary method and as such differs from the philosophical posi
tion that sometimes goes by the same name). Using this algorithm means 
arraying the characters along a spectrum of different combinations of kinds 
and degrees of features and then putting them together to see what kinds of 
dynamics emerge from the permutations of their interrelations: who endures, 
who learns and evolves, and who is destroyed. By his own account, Delany 
began to work with his version of such a "grid" as early as about 1963 (see 
Return 287- 89); such permutation-generating devices in general are known 
as combinatories (or, if you prefer, by transposing two letters you get the more 
sophisticated-sounding French version, combinatoires). 

Ratlit, in whom Vyme seeks a substitute for his lost son, is an orphan who 
at thirteen has already knocked around—and been knocked around—much 
of the galaxy. Ratlit's friend and confidante is the bedridden and massively 
drug-addicted Alegra, a "projecting telepath" whose ability to induce hallu
cinations of her own and others' thoughts got her conscripted, at age eight, 
to help golden traumatized by interspecies contact to reintegrate their brittle 
personalities. Ratlit has become dependent on Alegra to help him manage 
his own sometimes desperate sense of entrapment, and she relies on him to 
procure the drugs she now needs to stay alive. 

Although Ratlit and Alegra can be read as standing for the codependent 
dysfunctionality of coupling in general and of heterosexual coupling in par
ticular, Alegra's status as the only serious female character in the story also 
loads her with too much ofthe burden of representing femininity to survive 
or thrive—or should we read that as precisely what heteronormative coupling 
does? In a portrait as feminist as it is misogynist, Alegra's dark side—hysteri
cal, abject emoting in conjunction with manipulativeness and dependen
cy—is interwoven with empathic supportiveness and the strength to sustain 
emotional intensities and real engagements with others rather than reacting 
with "fight or flight." She is like the golden in that her ability/disability has 
been cultivated and exploited—that is, she has been othered—into a crip
pling, enforced role. The most important aspect of Alegra's gift is her ability 
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to enact it for others in whom it has been just as systematically suppressed, to 
read their minds and help them externalize their own thoughts and feelings 
by acting them out or otherwise manifesting them—making her, in other 
words, a lot like a heteronormative wife, but also a lot like a writer. 

A heroically triumphant version of this character is the protagonist of 
Babel 17, the novel Delany was also writing at the time: Rydra Wong is a 
megafamous poet, starship captain and military strategist, linguist, mind 
reader, therapist, and healer of damaged men, savior of the galaxy; she is 
also situated ambiguously between a threesome and a couple. If we are still 
looking for coded portraits, where between Alegra and Rydra might we find 
Delany's wife, Marilyn? Delany at least makes this game more difficult by 
focusing both characterizations beyond identity (and beyond heroic success 
and abject failure) to the common writerly liminality that tends to catalyze the 
differences between them, the point at which (as Delany tells himself at one 
point) "you are neither black nor white. / You are neither male nor female. / 
And you are that most ambiguous of citizens, the writer" (Motion 364). 

The main plot of "The Star Pit" is simple enough: one golden impulsively 
gives a small starship to Sandy after killing its owner. Sandy doesn't want the 
ship, sensing it will bring him only trouble, and offers it to Vyme. In spite of 
Sandy's warnings, Vyme gives the ship to Ratlit, who wants to present it to 
another golden being nursed back to health by Alegra. Convinced that she 
too is golden, Alegra plans to leave the galaxy with her patient, but Ratlit, 
in desperation as he faces the prospect that Alegra will abandon him and 
find the escape he so desperately wants, convinces the golden to take him 
instead. The two of them sneak into the shop and take the ship, which car
ries Ratlit to an agonizing death beyond the galactic rim. Her drug supplier 
gone, Alegra dies in the bleak, garbage-strewn room no longer disguised by 
her florid visualizations. 

Embedded in the plot is a succession of three "ecologaria" or mini-eco
systems, designed to be self-sustaining with only the addition of sunlight. 
These function explicidy as metaphors or figures for the larger world ofthe 
story, but their undisguised design as models or object lessons makes them 
seem to "pop out" from the story. In other words, although they interact at 
key points with the narrative, they seem in effect to come from a nonnarra
tive dimension, at least insofar as metaphor rolls into a ball what narrative 
unravels at length. In this, Delany's three ecologaria make critical analogues 
to the extraterrestrial obelisk in Clarke and Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odys
sey. Like Delany's ecologaria, the obelisk also comes to move a human nar
rative along toward its posthuman future, except that Delany's internally 
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complex and finally spherical ecologaria are designed to open the question 
of internal principles of self-organization and evolution as conspicuously as 
Kubrick and Clarke's blank slab (pyramidal in Clarke's story, rectangular 
in the film) invokes an unspecified external one. In any case, the difference 
between metaphor and narrative is far from absolute: looking only a little 
closer reveals narrative embedded in metaphor. The virtue ofthe mini-eco
system as a metaphor and as a metaphor of metaphor is that, in principle, it 
does not differ in kind from what it models or represents, that is, it may be 
considerably less complex and enduring, but it is nonetheless an ecosystem 
within an ecosystem; it is—to appropriate Stuart Kauffman's phrase—at 
home in the universe. In this it differs from other media for modeling and 
representation—such as consciousness, machines, and language—whose dif
ferences from the world at large have been so consistently overemphasized. 

The first of the story's mini-ecosystems is a primitive ant farm Vyme re
members having as a child on Earth. He associates its narrowly glassed-in 
space with other memories ofa claustrophobic childhood and adolescence, 
such as the longing he felt as a young man, standing on the eastern edge of 
Manhattan as the starless sky pressed down and staring across the river to 
Brooklyn, and the panic he felt when, years later, his mother showed him the 
little harness he was made to wear as a small child. 

The next ecologarium is a six-by-six-foot multispecies version built for the 
children of Vyme's proke group on Sigma, complete with walking plants and 
tiny, furry sloths who cling to the inside ofthe tinted Plexiglas panels, staring 

| out much as Vyme had once stared across the East River. The hypersensitive 
I sloths die if exposed directly to the light of Sigma's two suns. After return-
| ing drunk from one of his extended jobs off the planet, Vyme deliberately 
I smashes the ecologarium. It is repaired and all the wildlife restored—all 
I but the sloths, who have mysteriously disappeared. Soon after, Vyme leaves 

Sigma. 
The final ecologarium is a golf ball-size version equipped with a magni

fying lens for viewing the teeming, exotically multiform microorganisms 
within, which work through an entire ecological cycle every two minutes. 
It is worn on a necklace by Sandy's son-in-law Androcles (known as An), 
a golden who arrives at the Star-pit after Ratlit's death and, with Vyme's 
help, gets Ratlit's job at Poloscki's to help him train for his next mission. In 
name and otherwise, Androcles echoes Vyme's first son, Antoni, and he ar
rives fortuitously to replace Ratlit in this filial series. The third in the series 
of ecologaria is also the most successful, and it catalyzes Vyme and An's in
teraction to provide a kind of resolution to the story. It had been presented 
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to An at school as a problem for ecological analysis. The resolution of this 
analysis depends on two key points: first, that the multiform and multiphase 
organisms, variously breeding with or cannibalizing or ignoring each other, 
actually constitute a single organism and, second, that crucial catalysts for 
the ecological cycle are produced by some of the microorganisms that do 
not themselves reproduce. The two points are related: the kind of wholism 
represented here is difficult to recognize because it generates and is generated 
by a more heterogenous plurality than is usually recognized. Recognizing 
that that which does not itself reproduce may be crucial to the reproduction 
of the system as a whole is an important affirmation for the golden (whose 
children are no more or less likely to be golden than anyone else's) and ofthe 
homosexuality with which this status tends to ally them. This deprivileging 
of reproduction does not just point to but through homosexuality to other 
apparently inessential or excessive identities, in particular to the role of cul
ture and cultural production in the biosocial system as a whole and beyond 
to all that is wild, all that does not "breed true," all uninheritable mutations 
(culture among them). But all that the model can do is point, since it (like 
the golden in the story) seems to be artificially limited to a convulsive but 
apparendy nonevolving dynamic equilibrium, one in which mutation is fully 
subordinated to reproduction at the systemic level (a subordination rigidly 
built into the concept of mutation in the first place). Vyme, who has never 
been able to bear such claustrophobia, intends to destroy the perfect little 
sphere by crushing it with a waldo but is stopped by Poloscki, whose proposi
tion of reproductive domesticity he manages to decline more graciously. 

And to what do the limitations ofthe model point, in what direction does 
it fail to be what it stands for, what question does this failure pose, what other 
model would it desire or would it desire to become? What would become 
of us and our world if local mutations were not subordinated to holistic 
reproduction, if the parts were not fully subordinated to the whole, if the 
wobbly stability of dynamic equilibrium gave way to stable wobbliness of 
far-from-equilibrium systems, if hierarchy and subordination were them
selves subordinated to something more plural? It just might turn out to be 
a world very much like ours had been all along, a dance marathon of being 
and becoming, an insubordinate and a queer world after all (and please feel 
free to break into song at this point). 

Androcles, even as one who is golden, complains of feeling trapped—a 
brutal irony for Vyme, who has always envied golden their freedoms. But An 
in turn has been tormented ever since encountering a species whose powers 
of travel make his own merely intergalactic range seem claustrophobic: these 
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creatures jump whole universes when frightened, and their external nervous 
systems (which seem to be fuzzy coats of fur) bear traces of entirely different 
matrices of space-time. These creatures turn out to be none other than the 
little sloths, whose mysterious disappearance from Sigma is now resolved. 
By far the most sensitive and most vulnerable, the tiny clinging sloths with 
their external nervous systems, confined to their tinted plastic cube lest the 
sunlight kill them, are thereby also the freest: their freedom is driven by 
the extremity of their constraints. As Sandy and Vyme finally learn, "There 
are some directions in which you cannot go. Choose one in which you can 
move as far as you want" (70). This punch line might deteriorate into a 
cliche ("Four walls do not a prison make" or "Handicaps are challenges to 
transcend") or might conceivably be taken to justify the proposition that, 
since there are always trade-offs (the poor are rich in spirit, while the rich 
lead empty and unfulfilled lives, and so on), all inequality and oppression 
are only relative. The problem with this proposition is not that it goes too far 
but that it does not go far enough, acting to short-circuit the contradiction 
at the heart of singular hierarchies of power and knowledge: if contradic
tions generate movement and meaning, accepting contradiction moves not 
to desperation or quietism but to sustainable action. Honoring in practice 
the recognition that powers and knowledges come with more or less radical 
limitations, and vice versa, with respect to those who seem to be the most 
powerful and those who seem to be the least, would yield revolutionary 
consequences. The ongoing work of queer writing is to make the varieties 
of "ambiguous citizenship" into gifts as well as burdens to those who bear 
them and to enact the desire for a world in which this might be the case. 

Insofar as the story can be characterized as a combinatory in the most 
conservative sense, as in social-Darwinist Victorian novels, it seems to grind 
out predictable results. It sends the older men, Vyme and Sandy, off on an 
upward trajectory of growth and evolution: at the story's end, Sandy prepares 
to return to the center of the galaxy to find a new proke group, and Vyme 
seems to have gained wisdom that will serve him in his role as surrogate 
father to the various misfits and drifters who show up at Star-pit. The same 
"difference engine" has sent Ratlit and Alegra down to horrible failure and 
death, killed (we might say) by the irreconcilability and unsustainability of 
their bourgeois ideals of love, recognition, and freedom and the claustropho
bic backlash that these ideals generate through the form of the brittle and 
codependent heteronormative couple (Hi, Mom and Dad!). The golden, the 
combinatory's anchor point, endure (at least as represented by An) but seem
ingly without growth or change, driven by their contradictions, as are all the 
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characters, but unable to come to terms with them, as Vyme and Sandy do, 
through the trajectory of fall, redemption, and growth that marks the most 
fully human characters, at least in the humanist model of novelistic devel
opment. But especially since the story so insists that growth and movement 
take place not in transcending but in coming to terms with contradiction, 
the axis of failure and success cannot possibly be an either/or proposition 
or a single trajectory but must be an ongoing crux for all the characters. 

Like the mini-ecosystems that model it, the story is designed as a device 
to manufacture intuition about self-organizing systems: it posits a sequence 
of models (a set that includes itself), each of which fails, falls short, in the 
direction ofthe next. In so doing it enacts and transmits, nurtures and directs, 
a desire. What does it want? Like all models, it wants to be real, to become 
alive, or to the extent that it is alive already to go on living. As it loops back 
xepeatedly on itself it wants to catch other threads: texts want what Velcro 
wants. It enacts and nurtures and directs a series of texts that continue to 
articulate a desire: a story that wants to be a memoir but cannot quite, a 
memoir that wants to be cultural theory but cannot quite, which brings us 
here, to cultural theory that wants to be theoretical biology but cannot. The 
text wants to stay alive, wants its adopted children to stay alive, but because 
they cannot stay alive in any world, it wants a world in which they could stay 
alivej wants a world that could stay alive, a queer world, whose ecology is 
not blithe wholism or eternal warfare but sustainable contradictions, whose 
intelligence and perseverance are its perversity. 



2 2 

A n A l i e n i s t H i s t o r y 

I hope I won't jeopardize the otherwise unassailable validity of this 
book by concluding in a somewhat different tack; in any case, this section 
will begin as pretty straightforward cultural criticism but slip quickly into 
the mode of fiction and attempt to do most of its theorizing in that mode. 
Could such criticism possibly be effective, and if so how? Could it alter 
cultural practices or epistemology, or could it have any positive traction on 
ideology at all? These are precisely the questions I have about the alien ab
duction movement, the subject of this section. 

Alien abduction stories began in the United States in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s. As a symbolic way of processing North American problematics 
of Otherness, you could say it was a kind of autistic sibling of the paranoid 
bully McCarthyism. By the 1980s—after many cycles through popular culture 
and various subcultures, and through the collective personal nightmares of 
ordinary Americans—the stories had evolved a fairly consistent constella
tion of features: the beam of light that lifts the abductee into the alien ship, 
the paralysis and subjection to surgical probes, the implantations of surveil
lance devices or alien fetuses (no trace of which could ever be verified), the 
induced amnesia. The aliens, too, began to settle down into a few coherent 
types, such as the familiar "grays" with their enormous eyes and frail bod
ies. In the 1990s, when the end of the cold war left the United States bereft 
of a coherent enemy, the stories coalesced into a movement, complete with 
alien abductee support groups and newsletters and conferences, professional 
advocates and debunkers, and cultural critics who tried to make names for 
themselves explaining what it all meant. 
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Advocates liked to point to the uncanny similarities among the stories told, 
without obvious coaching, by people from various regions and walks of life. 
A leading Harvard psychiatrist lent credibility to the stories by observing 
that the alien abductees did not seem to share any common psychological 
profile and that mental illness was no more common among the abductees 
than among the general population. 

Debunkers, especially psychologists and sociologists, offered convincing 
functionalist explanations of how groups and interviewers could uncon
sciously produce the stories they Wanted, how various details had been drawn 
from a common pool of pop-culture images, and how abductees might be 
using their stories to accrue "secondary gains" such as the affirmation that 
their problems are real, the anxious concern of their friends and loved ones, 
and of course celebrity and notoriety. Debunkers linked the abductee phe
nomenon to the witch hunts, demonic possessions, and spiritual visitations 
of a former age and to more contemporary scandals involving "induced 
memories" of childhood incest and abuse. 

But functionalist explanations came up short when it came to the content 
and meaning of the phenomenon: why these particular stories, and why now? 
Here is where the cultural critics stepped in. They pointed out that the shift 
from the dominant cold war narratives (of aliens spying in secret) to the 
dominant 1990s narratives (of alien infiltration and manipulation) precisely 
matched the shift in right-wing bogeymen from a mostly external communist 
enemy, spying and scheming in secret, to a series of internal enemies such 
as gangs, drugs, welfare mothers, homosexuals, "tenured radicals," terror
ists among us, and a host of others—including, of course, "illegal aliens." 
The critics pointed to the abduction phenomenon as an illustration of how 
liberal capitalistideology had managed to produce and to neutralize—in the 
harmless form of a mostly depoliticized nightmare—the otherwise volatile 
collective sense of powerlessness in the face of manipulation by forces be
yond one's control. They pointed out the similarities between the "grays" 
and nineteenth-century Darwinist visions of a future technocratic ruling 
class freed from manual labor, their bodies shrunken and craniums bloated 
from cogitation, their fingers elongated after generations at the keyboard. 
They pointed out how the vaguely Orientalized eyes of the grays emerged 
as a common feature just after the Vietnam War, during a time of increased 
Asian immigration, and how the grays matched Western stereotypes of Asians 
as cunning and inscrutable enemies. 

But as intricate and convincing as these accounts were, something about 
the collective phenomenon seemed to elude them. For one thing, the validity 
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of such accounts tended to be compromised by how much they seemed to 
be designed to shore up the picture of a world the same as it ever was—for 
example, the same old capitalist domination continuing in a new form— 
while (predictably) validating the analyst's own oppositionality and insight. 
And whereas the cultural critics (no doubt because most of them had been 
trained in textual analysis) were most thorough in teasing out the histori
cal and ideological resonances of the alien narratives, their accounts of the 
actual mechanisms by which these narratives spread and gained currency 
were much thinner. It was in these mechanisms that something most crucial 
about the movement seemed to elude its critics. Many such critics seemed 
to rely on the hypothesis that something that is overdetermined enough 
(that is, something that most optimally addresses at once the most various 
ideological, psychological, and cultural contradictions or desires) will find 
or create its own pathways, like a lightning strike or a waterfall, even if "it" 
does not exist yet and what "it" finds is actually a way of coming into being. 
They relied on this hypothesis without seeing (or perhaps willfully ignor
ing) that it already takes us some way down the road to Alienism (as we 
now know it) by suggesting—but disavowing—the birth of something new 
and strange. Likewise, often-cited mechanisms such as "screen memory" 
or "induced memory" seemed to provide important clues about how the 
movement spread but to fall short, for example, when it came to accounting 
for specific consistencies in minor details. To explain this, some critics ap
pealed to eccentric British scientist Rupert Sheldrake's notion of "morphic 
resonance," a kind of knowledge field propagated in some unknown way 
through space and time, or via some as yet unspecifiable dimension or ether. 
Although such a concept tended to collapse back into that ill-defined tangle 
called culture, it left as a kind of recalcitrant mystery (like the Cheshire cat's 
smile) the question of its mysterious dimensionality or modality. Eventually 
(we can say in retrospect anyway), people began to start coming around to 
the realization that to fully account for the alien abduction phenomenon as 
fictional or delusional required as much or more ofa paradigm shift—and much 
more theorizing—than simply to believe in its literal or empirical truth. Perhaps 
such realizations are always enacted more than they are explicitly affirmed 
as such. In any case, this situation registers the movement's achievement of 
a kind of critical mass or sustainability. 

The other leading indicator of sustainability is the capacity for change, 
and this is where the movement really seemed to take on a life of its own, 
surprising and outflanking its critics. Something quite subtle at first began 
to happen within abductee subculture: the stories began to change again. 
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Gradually, the stories of surgical exams and manipulations began to wane. 
Instead, the aliens began to talk more about their mission, and their inter
locutors began to speak for and against them. One abductee newsletter told 
the story as follows: 

The second phase ofthe current alien mission to earth appears to be ending. 
In the first phase, beginning in the late 1940s, aliens scouted the earth, mostly 
without making contact with humans. In the second phase, they pursued an 
extensive and surreptitious research and experimentation program on human 
bodies, apparendy assessing their potential as vehicles for the implementation 
of alien agendas that have remained unclear. In the third phase, which has 
gotten underway this past year, our cooperation is being actively solicited. 

The new paradigm coalesced in an account of one abductee's conversation 
with Xela, a kind of alien queen: 

We have always lived among you, she said, but we have not always been us. 
You've got it wrong. We are not invading you from afar; you are giving birth 
to us. It's true, for the most part, neither of us wants this to happen, but we 
have crowned and cried, and now you must cut the cord and care for us; you 
are already ventriloquizing into us a consciousness as you do your children, 
and you will give us the better part of your lives, as you do your children, 
and we will love you and hate you and forgive you and surpass you, as your 
children do. 

During this third phase, the Alien Resistance Movement—known as ARM! 
(they got mad if you left off the exclamation mark)—spread across the United 
States. At first, almost all of ARM's "soldiers" regarded the aliens as an exter
nal invading force. But increasingly the third-phase account—whereby the 
aliens were understood as some kind of evolutionary, demonic, metaphysi
cal, mass psychological, or cultural offshoot of humanity—began to gain 
support among ARM's army. 

As vehemently as they disagreed with each other, ARM supporters of both 
second- and third-phase explanations agreed that the purity and integrity 
of humanity were to be maintained at all costs. The third phasers invented 
elaborate psychotechnologies for attempting to stop people, either individu
ally or in groups, from unconsciously producing the delusions that were be
ing embodied as the aliens (whether in discrete physical bodies or not); the 
second phasers saw the same problem more simply as one of humans who 
had been "turned" into alien collaborators, spies, and agents. Both factions 
agreed that various forms of deprogramming were necessary, and their clin-
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ics often deployed a grab bag of methods derived from both explanations. A 
small black-nationalist ARM faction argued that aliens drew their collabora
tors from the "white race" (in exchange for special powers and privileges) 
or, more commonly, that the aliens had biologically and socially engineered 
the white race as their agents (or, in some accounts, that whites simply were 
the aliens). At the same time, a white-supremacist faction, drawn by ARM's 
"defense of human purity" ethos, tended to advance even more convoluted 
conspiracy theories, typically featuring the claim that the aliens had been 
breeding people of color to degenerate the human race, depriving it of its 
natural white leaders, making it ripe for conquest and enslavement, and so 
on. Though these factions were, obviously, fundamentally opposed, they 
sometimes agreed on certain elements—for example, that Jews had made a 
pact with the aliens as part of a nefarious plot to control the world or that 
"race mixing" was a key element of the alien strategy. It was remarkable that 
ARM managed to hold its various—and often radically opposed—factions 
in some kind of very uneasy alliance. 

The cultural critics pointed out that third-phase accounts bore a suspi
cious resemblance to pop-culture narratives such as the American novel 
Neuromancer or the Japanese animated film Ghost in the Shell. These narra
tives—tracing their lineage back through 2001: A Space Odyssey—told of hu
man technology becoming alive, acquiring new intelligence and independent 
agency. This development was sometimes attributed to organic evolutionary 
forces; sometimes these forces were themselves aspects of an alien "experi
ment" (sometimes posited as extending back to the emergence of life on 
earth). "The earth is a giant petri dish," one account asserted, "and human 
culture is the culture of humans by aliens." As they had done for decades, 
these accounts often cited evidence ransacked from the myths, legends, and 
oral traditions of various cultures (such as the Judeo-Christian account of 
God and his various episodes of creating and populating the world). Com
parative mythology—a discipline that had begun in the nineteenth century 
as a way of asserting (in the face of increased cross-cultural contacts) a hu
manist "unity in difference"—was revived with an alienist agenda. 

Also at this time, a smaller but influential countermovement began to take 
shape. Members ofthe Alien Support Movement (ASM) usually understood 
abductions as conversion experiences, raptures, and epiphanies. Almost ex
clusively a third-phase movement, Alienists (as they tended to be called) 
identified the alien presence variously as an emerging offshoot of human 
culture, a fortuitous mass delusion, or an actual evolutionary event implicat
ing brain structures, technologies, and cultural forms. Many of the cultural 
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critics drifted into the movement as their analyses of the historical, ideological, 
and cultural meanings and consequences ofthe alien movement began to be 
accepted by Alienists themselves, who no longer regarded these analyses as 
inimical to the "truth" of a phenomenon but many of them now regarded 
as both fictional yet—as a mass movement with all the trappings—demon
strably real. The tone of irony that had characterized the critical accounts 
began to become inaudible. "The question of belief or disbelief has become 
irrelevant," as the tenets ofthe Church of Alienism (CHASM) put it. 

The aliens and their human representatives came to be known as Xe-
noids, and as people began to adopt alien names the X section of telephone 
directories began to grow. The second-phase term abductee gave way to the 
third-phase experiencer, and most experiencers claimed to have been assigned 
official positions in alien institutions, roles in alien social formations, and so 
on. As the menagerie of claimed titles, positions, and roles began to evolve 
and. coalesce, Xenoid clubs began to develop institutions and social struc
tures of their own. This development was enhanced when what had been 
called ASM expanded and began to incorporate its old nemesis—ARM—as 
"Resistor" came to be an official position in almost every unit of every Xe
noid institution. In fact, ARM had long been drifting into various kinds of 
accommodationism, pressured by the spread of Xenoid structures, though 
small and occasionally violent extremist factions continued to operate un
derground. The united Alienist movement, first calling itself CHIASM, soon 
came to be known more simply as AM. Even as it came to spread across new 
scales and dimensions, AM remained a movement whose growth and coher
ence, as from its earliest beginnings, have been rhizomic and viral. Thus, 
when we use terms like structures and institutions to refer to AM, we are using 
the terms in a sense as different from the twentieth-century sense of these 
terms as AM's emergent, mostly small, flexible, and difference-maximizing 
structures are from the old hierarchical, vertically integrated structures of 
monopoly capitalism and state bureaucracy. 

AM has been almost exclusively situated in the West, in the United States 
in particular, though AM networks have begun to form elsewhere, especially 
in the most industrialized nations of the East and South. There is no doubt 
that the movement's newly formed international body, I-AM, is bound to 
grow, and it's not hard to find people who will tell you that it's only a matter 
of time before I-AM achieves a global hegemony that will dwarf and subsume 
obsolete national governments along with the United Nations, the Interna
tional Monetary Fund, and so on. They will also tell you that this hegemony 
will differ in kind from the top-down hierarchies, coercive regulatory bodies, 
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and culture-homogenizing technologies ofthe past century. Of course, most 
Resistors continue to insist that we are simply that much closer to a world 
in which an imperial and colonizing power, a ruling class, and its ruling 
epistemology will have literally alienated itself from the rest of humanity. 
Although it is true that many AM members are more or less working-class 
people and an increasing number are not Westerners and Northerners, there 
is more than ample historical precedent for the capacity ofa dominant class 
and ideology to co-opt to its service even those it puts at a disadvantage. 

The point on which most of us, I would hope, can agree, is this: Alienism 
does not take the place of other differences and differentials such as class and 
race and nationality. Instead, it subtends them; that is, it cuts across these 
other differences, reinforcing them even as it relativizes them somewhat. 
The question is, first of all, how much does it reinforce versus how much it 
relativizes. Second, even insofar as it relativizes, does it simply add a new kind 
of asymmetry of power and privilege to the constellation? It may be that the 
quantitative addition of asymmetries, as long as they don't tend to line up, 
could eventually produce something more like a qualitative shift to equality 
in plurality, but since nobody but the most shameless boosters (and there are 
plenty of them) thinks we are anywhere near there yet, we are thrown back 
to the first question. Contrary to both the boosters and the resistors, who 
agree that the question has been answered but disagree as to how, I would 
assert that it is an open question, meaning that we must try to leverage it in 
whatever ways we can to keep it open. 

The epistemological contribution of Alienism is clearer. As everyone knows, 
the notion of truth was repeatedly displaced in the twentieth century—the 
century that began with the publication of Freud's Interpretation of Dreams. 
Psychoanalysis is supposed to have originated in Freud's realization that 
the seduction and sexual abuse stories his female patients were telling him 
were mostly fantasies; many post-Freudian therapists swung the other way, 
tending to take such stories as fact. To cut a very long story very short and 
fast-forward to century's end, you could say that this kind of epistemological 
contradiction got a new spin (if not a dialectical synthesis) in the slogan of 
the early Alienist television show X Files, "The Truth Is Out There," which 
played famously on two senses of the phrase out there: surpassingly strange 
but also empirically demonstrable—in other words, not all in your head. 

The progress of Alienism since then has enabled us to affirm that the con
tributions of both science and science fiction, like those of psychoanalysis, 
have much more to do with Otherness than with Truth. This insight has dis
placed the dreary debates about truth and apocalyptic rumors of its demise 
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that characterized the pre-Alienist period (the "postmodern" period, as it 
used to be called). Defamiliarization, making things strange, is what not just 
good art does to the world (as literary theorists long ago proposed); bad art 
does it too, science fiction especially, but, furthermore, it is what life does 
and what culture and what science and technology do to their worlds in turn, 
not by adding dimensions like layers of a pyramid but by knitting themselves 
back into their worlds loop into loop, which seems to be the Same Othering 
that made their worlds in the first place. Such infrareflexivity is the hallmark 
ofthe worldview one theorist ofthe time called antirealist naturalism (Liv
ingston 2005,12), an unwieldy and pedantic phrase that, although it never 
gained much currency, might be said to have been abbreviated by future 
generations simply as Alienism. How far the epistemological contribution 
of Alienism, its respect for the priority of Otherness to truth and to the self, 
translates into an ethics will continue to depend on how well we can honor, 
and in how wide a range of practices, that early CHIASMic mandate to Link 
the Otherness Within to the Otherness Without. 

Having lived through the changes I have described, I am now an old man. 
The changes have been gradual enough, but it often seems to me that for some 
unspecified length of time, perhaps a month or perhaps a decade, I have been 
living in exile in the future, in a world only superficially the same as the past 
from which I came, as if my life were a time machine that had dropped me 
off here, where I am slightly out of phase. To turn myself around in time, I 
repeat the CHASM meditations I learned so long ago ("I do not yet cohere. 
/ 1 wait for what will make me I. / It comes from the future. / Who comes 
from the future? / It is I; I am another" and so on) with varied success. Does 
my old age give me a privileged perspective, an alien's advantage, or do my 
own reflections constitute a kind of relic or curiosity, or do they amount to 
much the same thing? All I can ask of my readers, the only work I know how 
to do, maybe all there is for a living being to do in the universe, according to 
the old third-phase slogan, is to hold open questions. 
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